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Il\TTROIJ'LjCTIOU 
The sym':>honic 1·1ork:s of A..1ton :Bruckner were the subject of violent 
controversy during that composer 's lifetime and even to~, more than 
fift y years aft er his death, these 11orks are still looked upon by many 
with some question. This is especially true in America where Bruckner is 
but little understood. The chief question seems to be over the matter of 
:Bruckner's particular style ru1d j u st where his symphonies fit into the 
historica l development of the Viennes e sJnnphony after :Beethoven. 
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The :pu rpose of this thesis is to establish b y analysis one :pha se of 
The works to be examined are ~~ 
the nine numbered symphonies as l"lel l as the t\'IO earlier ones kno-vm as t he II 
Linz Symphony and the symphony :Ho. 0. The chief emphasis of the thesis 
the style and individuality of the com·ooser. 
will be on the f orm or structural patterns of :Bruckner 's works, for it is 
over t h is matter of form that much of the misunderstanding of the sympho-
nies arises. Besides form, the thematic material of the symphonies \'lill 
also be considereo. as the nature of :Bruckner 1 s themes and his "tTey of 
treating ·them determines, in many cases, the formal pec1.1liarities of his 
t'l"orks . Complete detailed anal;rses of each individual \'fOrk "rill not be 
I given but rather an attempt \'lill be macle to establish and set forth general ! 
~9rinci·ple s founcl t hroughout all the \oJ'Or ks. Such generalizations are , 
i 
ho\vever, based on a t h orough analysis of the above mentioned compositions. 
1
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Of all the problems one encount ers in making a study of Bruckner 1 s 
-~ composit-ions, the most - difficult -to s: l ve is that involving the _t_"_fo-
1 different editions of the works. For years the first editions, printed 
I 
I 
I 
during the composer's lifetime, 1 were accepted without question. During 
the 1920 1 s ancl 1930 1 s certain scholars interested in :Bruclmer 1 s '\<torks 
undertook a study of the autographs of the symphonies w·hich 1;1ere in the 
National Library at Vienna. The leaders .in this investigation \vere 
Professors Alfred Orel ru1d Robert Haas, both of the University of Vienna. 
These musicologists began comparing the manuscri,..,t conies ;-rith the nrinted 
- -"" - - I 
versions ru1d found many discrepancies betl.reen the tw·o. The revelation of 'I 
I. 
these differences led to a w·hi te-hot controversy over the authenticity of 
the published versions. Equally competent scholars upheld the first 
editions. The battle has raged ever since and it is a matter of some 
doubt as to ivhether the questi on ever will be settlecl conclusively. It 
has been nearly impossible to prove just hot-r many of the changes in the 
scores Bruckner himself approved. The printers • proof sheets, for one 
thing , have never been found. \•le know that :Bruckner revised nearly every 
i·IOrk he wrote, some of them several times. In vie'\'/ of this, whi ch of the 
versions are 'f:!e to accept as his final ivill? \tlhich of the changes did 
the composer make of his ovm accord and \'thich on 11 advice11 from others? 
_fin attempt will be made to ansller the first question. It seems impossible 
to ansi'ler the second. The i·lhole matter idll be cteal t 'I'Tith more fully 
2 later on. 
1 The Ninth Symphony \vas, of course, published after Eruclmer 1 s death as 
he had not completed the \·rork. 
--- -l--2- The Q.uestion of Editions, Chapter IV. 
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In the present \'fork both t he older edi t ion of the symphonies and the 
so-called Urtext edition have been examined and compared and the degree 
of vc:.riance in the forms between the t\·ro edit ions he.s been 'leterrained. 
The initial analysis \.Y ~.s made from the older scores published by Universal-! 
Edi t ion, Vienna, because a ll of the symphonies were i mmediately available 
in that edition. Only five of them \·;ere available in the Urtext Edition 
\·rhen this \.York was begun (19l_~g ) , others a:ppearing one by one since that 
time. At present (1950) all but Symphon~r l o. 3, anct the t vro very early 
tumumbered symphonies, lifos. 0 and 00 , are obtainable in the Urtext version . ! 
In e i ther case, the differences are, in general, insufficient to alter 
the generalizations. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE HI STORICAL J3ACKGROU:i.'TD OF J3RUCIG.\'1ER 1 S ART 
During anct shortly after the French Revolution the rul ers and states- II 
men of Austria feared for their O\'m p ersonal futures and for the future 
' 
of the state system which they knel'J. This fear \ofas due :primaril;v to the 
infiltration of revolutionary ideologies from the i'/est t-rhich \'lere in 
direct contradiction to the old traditional absolutist and patrimonial 
order of the Ha.bsbm·g state. The rulers sav1 that if thl.s trend continued 
it would lead ultimately to the dmmfall of their state system. To guard 
against this Austria elaborated a most complete program of int ernational 
reaction. The influence of Austria could be seen in the goverrunent of 
practically every major country of Eu.rop e. Francis II ( 1792-1 S35) had 
tak en the lead in the coal it ion against Napoleon and aft er the dovmfalJ. 
of the latter again t ook the lead in organizing Europe along such lines 
that any future outbrealc of 11 radicalism11 \'lould be virtually impossible. 
Alliances t·rere formed "\ITi th more :pot-rerful countries, and the thirty -nine 
Gernan states \·/ere organized into the :Bund under the presidency of Austria. 
'l'hese states drifted back into the same v1ay of living they had enjoy ed 
during the eighteenth century. These little German deS})Otisms \iere well 
characterized by Heine when he said, 11 v1hen I "I'Ja s at the top of the St. 
1 
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1 
Gotthard Pass I heard Germany snoring. 11 Hetternich, the 11 almighty 
chancellor, 11 conducted the whole inner ancl outer policy of the Austrian 
Empire, 8.!"1d this policy became almost a state religion. This syst.em, 
clliled the system of Hetternich, 11 which dominated Austria during the '\ihole 
first half of the ninet eenth cent·Llry, represents one of the most consequent! 
2 I 
ancl audacious attempts in history to conserve an antiquated sy stem. This 
1
1 
policy uas inspired partly because of Het ternich 1 s mm views on li beraJ.ism ,
1 
but was clue even more to the peculiar make-up of the Austrian realm. This I 
polyglot empire contained nearly half the races and religions of Europe 
and thus had no truly national basis. It operated purely on a policy of 
domination ano. suppression. 
'!:he nucleus of the Hetternich program was a rigid system of polic·e 
spying on all activities a:n. o. conversa tions touching social or political 
matters. No one \1a.s above suspicion, for even Gentz, a close associate 
of the chancellor himself, had his corresponc1ence inspected. A similar 
system of eccledastical surveillance vras also set up. The Roman church 
assumed a p osition of steadily increasing i mportance in the country and 
could be relied on to maintain an extremely conservative point of view on 
I 
any controversial matter. Betl'leen the government and t he church practical! 
ly every phase of a man 1 s existence 1112.s touched. "Jniversities, especially 
I 
I 
the departments of philosoJ;>h,_v, history ro1d geogra:9hy , came under very 
close scrutiny, ancl arigiO. check \'las k ept on the opinions a..."l.Ci. activit ies I 
of teachers a nd students alike. I 
I; 
F. :B. Artz, Reaction & Revolution, Hil4-1S32, 1Jev1 York, 191~5, :p. 137. ,, 
0. Jaszi, The nissolution of the F..absburg :Honarchy:, Chicago, 1929, p . 75 ~ ~ 
1 
2 
2 
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I 
~Tnd.er the next emperor, !'erdina.nd I (1835-1848 ) these reactionary 
and clerical tendencies cleveloped to full maturity. Clerical o.omination 
cont inued to increase until even Hetternich himself came more and more 
medieval days in a time \ofhen the third French Revolution vras rap idly 
b . 1 a:ppr.oac _J.ng . For some years under Francis J oseph (1848-1916) the same 
state system existed. Alth ough Met t ernich fel l from pOi'l'er during the 
period of the 18L~8 revolts, his policies \'Tere continued by Bach, the nelf 
iHnister of the Int er i or, and became knmm as the " system Each. 11 The con-
cordat of 1855 \vith the Vatican place d the entire system of education 
almost entirel;r under the jurisdiction of the representatives of Rome. 2 
The syst em of repress i on choked the whole literary and mtlch of the 
scientific life as well. Hany of the English end German poets \-Jere banned 1 
either in i·Thole or in part and a close check i-ras kept on the vsr i t ings of 
Austrians . Grillparzer, the great Austrian poet, a.dequately cr..aract erized 
the in.fl uence \'Jhich the spirit of the times ha,d on his 0\·m v1hen he said, 
11 despotism has destroyed my literexy life. 11 
\•T'.aile the elder statesmen of Europe \vere busy stamping out the last 
of the revolutionary fires, a ne\ot generation was coming of age . The men 
of this generation had not yet attained the high posit ions in state or 
church bu t could be found in business, the professions end in the lovJer 
1 Jaszi, op. cit., p. 85 . 
2 Ibid . , p . 101. 
3 
ranks of the political a~linistration. These men fotUld many of the 
political and intellectual formulas of their elo.ers 11orn out anct meaning-
less, and a s a result ne'l'; schools of republicanism, socialism, ru1.d Liberal 
Catholicism appeared. In the Philhellenic movement romanticism formed an 
alliance \'rith liberalism. 1 
The basic :philosophy of this younger generation was that of romanti-
cism. It involved a dent;nciation of the rationalistic and academic ca.J.1.ons ;1 
of eighteenth-cent~- classicism, and in their :place demanded the right 
2 
of free, imaginative expression. Uhe:t' ec-,s J'rench Romanticism springs from 
a revolutionary and militant spirit, German Romanticism comes from a 
purel y ideal source.. German and Austrian 3.omcmticism vras rising during 
the periocl from about 17SO to u:30, a.ppea.ring first in literat·ure and 
later being transferred to music. German 1·1riters like the Schlegel and 
Grimm brothers, Tieck, i•lackenroder, Arnim and :Brentano, Heine, E. T • .A. 
Hoffmann and others were leading German literature along paths diDJ!letri-
cally opposed to the styles of the classiceJ. period. Their \'lOrks had to 
clo 'l'li th the past-ancient German folk lore i'li th the beauties and phenomena 
of nature, "1-r ith the individual's reactions, emotions and aspirations. 
After the Revolution of 1830 Reine went to Paris where he began to attack 
the forces of reaction, clerlcalism, the Holy .tUliance, and royal absolu-
ti s~ . In his enthusiasm for liber ty and tl~ rights of man, he carried 
into German literature the a.tti tudes of :Byron) Everyvrhere the signs of 
1 .Artz, o-p. .... c~ loe, p. 184 • 
2 Ibid., p. 193. 
3 Ibid_., Il· 19l.1.-e 
'I 
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the future could be seen struggling but the old orc1er 11ras to die fighting , 
I 
especially in Austria., where it fought off the aclvances of the nevrer forces ! 
longer than dicl the other statese 
In the musica.l \'TOrld as \·;ell Austria, and :particularly Vienna, \'ras 
generally tmder the control of the reactionaries. The younger and more 
daring composers might \1rite \'.'hat they pleased bt'.t the c]:"'_ances of success-
ful public performances v1ere rather meager. Conservative elements ha.d 
the upper hand in the concert halls for a good part of the nineteenth 
century. IIost of the concerts were of the v i rtuoso sort; operatic 
J)Ot:pourris 1vere the rule, and_ the performance of a serious piano sonata 
'\'!aS still a rari t;y in public. Even the Gesellscha.ft Concerts la.rgely for 
chorus and orchestra \vere such that a s eriou s-minded musician uould find 
little on the program to interest him. For the most part they \'rere 
organized and directed by dilettantes, and gave little or no attention to 
' 
the progressive trends of the t imee 
1 
As the century advanced hm·Tev;er, the II 
situation gradually improved due largely to a. succession of foT\mrd-looking!l 
directors of the Philharmonic. 
It was into this world of conflicting ideas and philosophies that 
Anton Bruckner \vas 'corn on September 4, 132)~ .• in the small tmvn of 
Ansfelc1en, near Linz, in Unper Austria. He Has strictly a son of con-
servative, Catholic Austria. His father and grandfather had been village 
schoolmasters and young Anton vias destined for the same life. Besides the 
usual schooling, at about the age of ten he b egan studying organ and theor:r
1 
\vith a relative narued i'i'eiss. Not long after this, however, Anton's father 1 
1 D. J'Jmvlin, Bruclmer, Mahler, Schonberg, 1i!'. Y., 191+5, p. 25. 
5 
died and the "boy ;-ras sent to the secular music school of St. Florian '\'There 
I 
he remained for about four years stu~ying t heory, organ, piano, a.Tld violin. l 
then \·lent to the teachers 1 I' After the period at St. Fl orian, BrucY-ner 
preparatory school at Linz . Upon f i nishing the prescribed course there 
for t he elementary teacher's certificate he v1ent to his first teaching 
assig.runent in the remote country village of WincL"ha2.g . Bruckner \'ras no\'r 
sevent een y ears old. In may 1845 he passed t he fina~ examinat ion for a 
schoolteacher ' s license ru1d was appointed to serve at St. Florian. Here 
he \'las again happy as he had at his disposcl one of the greatest organs 
1 in Europe . In 1851 :Bruckner v-ras appointed organist at St. Florian. T\-ro 
years later he made his first visit to Vienna and made his first c ontP.~ts 
'.'lith Simon Sechter, the famous Vie:nnese theo:.t.·etician and teacher . Sechter 
"became his teacher and thus began for Bruckner a long period of hard 
drugery ;·rhile he was led through the rigorous t r aining in counterp oint 
aff orded him "by Sechter. The teacher once remarked t:b..at Bruckner >'las 
certainly the most diligent pupil he ever had. In 1856 the post of 
organist at the Cathedral of Linz fell vacant and a ne;v orge.nist \"laS to 
"be chosen by open competition. Bruckner entered the contest and \'Ton 
easily, astonishing the judges by his p O\'i'ers of improvisation. This post 
he held for some twelve years and dt~ing this period did practically no 
composing , applying his ener~r solely to his studies under Secht er ~ Most 
of these studies \vere carried on b Jr correspondence, Bruclmer going to 
l A four-manuaJ. organ \'lith a 30 key pedal, 94 stoTJs, and 4993 pipes. 
H. Auer, Anton :Bruckner, Zurich, 1923. 
I 
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r1enna in person only during the penitential seasons when he t<ras not 
requ ired to pla,y the organ at the Cathedral. As H to prove to himself 
that he had mastered his lessons, he insisted on ta.lcing a series of 
exarninations in the various pha s es of theory and counterpoint, easily 
passing them all. The final one - the 1<Tell-1mmm inciclent of the fugue 
examination - 'l'lB.S taken and passed in 1861. Shortly after this Bruckner 
decided. on studying under a different teacher, one l'rho \·rould train him 
along broader mu.sica,l lines. Accordingly he t-rent to one Otto Kitzler. 
This net'/ master first made him analyze the Beethoven sonatas vr i th great 
thoroughness, then led him into the study of orchestration, mainly from 
the score of 11 Tannhauser. 11 Two years of study under Ki t zl er cro\-med by 
hearing t\ITO performances of 11 Tannhauser11 convinced Bruckner of his mission 
" 
and settled the path he was to follOl'i into t he f u ture. The year 1563 , then!' 
may be ta.lcen as the end of :Bruckner 1 s long 11 student period. 11 
The two men und.er 'l'rhom :Bruckner studies :profoundly influenced him in 
his crea tive \·rork. Sechter, the gra.nunarian , i:mpartecl. to him all the 
intricacies of musica~ rhetoric \'thHe Kitzler i ntroduced him 
j, 
to the larger il 
\"JOrld of Be et:b..oven and the "Master of r·1asters ' II \fagner. It is important II 
to note also that Bruckner's first attempts at sJ~~honic composition date 
bac1c to 1863 tThile he \·ras still studying under Kitzler, ancl. it 1·1as ch:ring 
the next year that his first great Hass, tha t in D, t'l'as 1-tri tten . 
On April 14 . 1 1566 , Bruckner 1 s first Symphony \V'as completed and v-ras 
performec1 in Linz t \vo years later. Shortly after this performance he 
accepted a post at the &reat Conservatory of Vienna (only a£ter consider-
able encouragement f rom his 1Jisho:p) and there>ti th began a life-long 
struggle against the p m·:erful conservative forces whose stronghold \·re.s 
7 
Vienna. It 11ras a desperate fight for the recognition he deserved but 
t·;hich he did not get until the last feu ye2.rs of his life. The bulk o£ 
the years s:9ent in Vienna tvere re11rarded only with the most caustic , cheap 
criticism, much of vrhich bordered on ridicu~e and insult. As each net·r 
work was performed the signal wa s set for another outburst by the critics, 
1 
of H11om Hanslick \'Tas the l eader. 11 :Bruckner t·ITi tes like a drun1<..ard11 
2 
"· •• the anti-musical ravings of a half-wit 11 ; remarks such as these -v:ere 
common in the Viennese pres s describing Bruckner performances. The 
arrival of llag;ner in Vienna i n 1875 and his i'l"orcs of :praise for Bruc.m er 1 s 
tvorks resulted in even more f erocious attacks on the luckless Bruckner. 
T:b..roughout his life, hm'lever, even in the face of this sort of criticism, 
Bruckner 1 s i dealism anct fervor \•rere to remain 1L'I1Shaken b;r the malice of 
h is critical enemies and by the lack of recognition accorcled him in his 
own countr;r. F...aving faint hope of hearing his work s performed he 
continued t o turn out one enormous masterpiece after another, and his 
belief in his mm art i stic mission was to become stronger as the y ears 
progressed. On more thru1 one occasion he personally paid all the expenses 
of hiring the Philharmonic Orchestra solely fo1~ the pur pose of he.ving one 
of h is t·lorks performed. 
l'lhile in England on a concert totll' as orgru1ist Bruclmer begru1 t·rork 
on his second. symphony but this t·Jork, m-ring to the atmosnhere in Vienna 
a s well as to the composer's otm he s itant nature, vras to be less bold and 
1 Dompke, quoted in Engel, Anton Bruckner , p. 4o. 
2 :BUlot'l, ~·, P • 32. 
8 
• 
original than the first symphony. It >·ras almost in the nature of a 
compromise. Even so, it \'las refused by the Philha:rmonic on the ground of 
its being unplayable. Even the music ians of the orchestra had a hand in 
this anti-Bruckner attitude \'lhich prevailed ancl they did not hesitate to 
expres s t _1eir O~)inions of the man 1 s \V'Orks, neither v1ere they anzious to 
pla.Y them. This \V'a s to be the only time that Bruckner \·ras to tak e a step 
bachmrd in his >·rork. From this point on he \V'ant his o-vm >·tay regardless 
of the reception cons ervative Vienna -vras to give him. The third, or 
11 \·7agner 11 sumphony, begun shortly after the completion of the seconcl, '\'ras 
to be proof enough of this. This s ~mohony is proba.bly his first really 
mature symphonic work stylistically speaking. It marks a definite depa~­
ture from the previous period of restraint. The performance of it \-!a s,. 
as could be expected a disgracef~u fiasco, a demonstration taking place in 
the middle of the concert. Bruclmer , discouraged by this reception, spent 
the next two or three years revising (mainly the orchestration) of the 
second, fourth, and fifth symphonies and in composing a completely ne\·r 
scherzo for the fourth. It was during this period also that he made his 
only excuxsion into the realm of chamber music composing his quintet for 
strings, a lofty and beautiful piece of music, completely symphonic in its 
scope, and a worthy companion p i ece to the symphonies. 
A year or so before the ill-fated performance of the 11i'lagner 11 symphony 
Bruckner received an appointment to teach counterpoint and harmony at the 
University of Vienna. One might wondeT \'lhy, Eruclmer being so vehemently 
denotUlced as a radical, he should receive appointments as teacher at the 
t\'IO great strongholds of Viennese conservatism, the Conservatory and the 
University. It shoul d be remembered that Bruclrner the man a..Tld the teacher 
9 
10 
was not the same as Bruckner the composer ~ Regardle s s of the nature of his 
creative t'lork, it could not be douoted that :Bruclmer 1r1as a thorough-going 
sincere Austrian with good orthodox Catholic background and training. Even 
his musical study had been done primarily under the guidance of the great 
Sechter whom ever:rone accepted t'lith010.t question . i'Te know also that in his 
teaching Bruclmer held to very strict orthodox ideas merely leading his 
students through the same rigorous training which he himself had undergone 
. 
with Sechter . Furthermore, he taught ma:inly cotmterpoint and even forbade 
his stuctents to compose \1hile they >'l'ere studying '\'lith him. In earlier days 
he had taken and passed the regular examinations in musical theory and 
counternoint and had received his certificates from the state examiners. 
Had Bruclrner dared to stand on the University platform and expound the 
more heretical doctrines of 'ifagner or Liszt there is little doubt that his 
stay at the school \'rould have been a short one. Hore than one Viennese 
musician or critic 1r1as ready a.ncl tdlling to accept him as a teacher but at 
the same time considered his compositions to be nothing short of musical 
treason. Vienna, therefore, must have seen in Bruckner a man of dual 
nature, one side of 'l'lhich met thP. ir requireuents of orthodoxy and conserva-
tism t·rhile the other definitely rubbed them the "'rong uay. Bruckner v1as 
quite successful as a teacher at Vienna. and '\'laS \'tell liked by the students. 
His l ectures v1ere ahvays \·Jell attended a.no. enthusiastically ap:ylauded. 
The students, though, belongeo_ to a yotmger generation than diet Bruckner ' s 
most aYm·red adversaries and ,.,rere beginning to be noticeably influenced by 
the i:·cevitable infl·ux of ne\'r ideas from the north and \'Test . This may be 
borne out by the f e_ct that dur:ing the late ;reaxs of his life the attitude 
of Vienna- to1:rard :Bruckner gradually changed until the picture became 
11 
compl etely reversed. True, this Viennese recognition came long after he 
h8.d been accepted and sought after i n Germany as well as i n other countries 
but it came nevertheless. It "ms not unti l the same :period ·that the 
conservative barriers in other fielcls Here broken do1V'n in Austrie .• 
Once :Bruckner took up residenc e in Vienna he remained there f or the 
rest of his life except for occas ional visi ts to ot her cities or to spen d 
his summer holiday elset'lhere . His most important visits 1'/ere , of course, 
to :Bayreuth t·rhere he could converse i'li th i'fagner and hear performances of 
that master 1 s tV"orks. The associations and atmosphere of :Bayreuth did much 
to strengthen :Bruckner 1 s convictions in his own \·Jork and to build up his 
courage t o face the adverse criticism he received in his otm city. Each 
time he t'fent to the :Bavar ian to\m he 'l'ras able to take up his 1'/ork t·ri th 
rene\·red vigor upon his return. In July, lSS2, :Bruckner t·rent to :Bayreuth 
f or the opening performance of 11 Parsifal. 11 This t1as to be his last meeting 
with ivagner \'lho died not too many months later. :Bruckner at this time '\'laS 
already deep in the conrposition of his seventh symphony and had a prerooni-
tion that Wagner woul d not live nn1ch longer. i'Hth this thought i n mind 
he wrot e the beautiful and lofty adagio of this symphony and considered it 
, 
a sort of eulogy for the Master..... The eventual death of i'i'agner vras , of 
course , a great blow to :Bruckner. 
As .if to malce up for the personal loss sustained by the death of 
i'l'agner, :Bruckner himself \<las novr on the threshol d of the success he had 
1 Some interesting anecdotes are told r egarding this matter . 
See for instance Auer, op. cit., ~ · 139-140. 
long merited. His f irst great public acclaim came on the occasion of the 
first p er formance of his seventh sym-phony in Leipzig, December 30, 1 881.~ , 
under l\Tikisch. The shy Austrian "'as literally overwhelmed by the 
tremendous ovation giYen him at the end of the concert, a demonstration 
lasting fully fifteen minutes . A subsequent performance in r-1:1mich under 
Levi, a staunch i'lagnerite, prompted one of the pro-Bruckner critics to 
declare the work the most important symphony since 1827. Obvi ou sly this 
statement i·l8.S solely intended for the benefit of the pro-:Brahms group . 
Performances of this symnhony as \tell e.s of other v1orks b;.r :Bruckner 11ere 
now sought b~ many cities of Germa~y and even of neighboring countries. 
Vienna, hO\<Tever, still remained cold to its own COm:Poser, but the day \'las 
not far distant \·then that citadel of conservatism "ra.s to be forced to 
change its op inions. Karl Huck performed the seventh successfully in Graz 
thus practically forcing a Vienna performance. Such a performance took 
pl ace on Harch 21, 1886, under Hans Richter with the hostile Philharmonic 
Orchestra. Public ally, the concert i'ms a great success, the composer 
being called to the stage four or five times after each movement . The 
older die-haxd critics held to their earlier opinions, however. Hanslick 
vrrot e, 11 to tell the truth, the music of Bruckner so rubs me the \·rrong 1·1ay 
that I am hardly in a position to give an impartial vie1·1 of it. I consider 
it unnatural, blo\m-up , unwholesome and r tt inous. 111 The d8y of liberation 
had come, though, for the \'Ieight of publ ic opinion vras nm'i' on :Bruclmer' s 
side. Later Richter stated that the members of the Philharmorlic had 
changed their op inions regarding :Bruckner 1 s music and that there \'lould be 
1 Engel, o~. cit., p. 39. 
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no difficulty about performing his music in VieP~a in the future. 1 l 
Bruckner's status as a composer in Vienna nm.; settled in his favor, 
1 
the first p erformance of the eighth symphony ';ras given there in December, 
1892, also 'by Richter and the Philharmonic. Success again greetect the 
aging composer even resulting in his being honored 'by the em:peror. ~ro 
years later, on the occasion of his seventieth oirthd~y, he received the 
homage of pract ically the entire world. In his native Austria he was 
given keys to cities, honored by the various musical societies, and Has 
praised in many newspaper articles. By this time, of course, a totally 
ne\·T generation had risen in Austria with ideas totally different than 
those of its f orefathers. The stern conservatism of the early years of 
the century \•ras noi'l a thing of the past. The last quarter of the century 
\'ras marked by a ne\V" and 'broader vrorld-outlook on the part of all nations. 
It >·!as a progressive age and Austria could not but be influenced by it . 
Bruckner \'las an ailing man even at the time of his seventieth birth-
day. IJ.\1o years later he died a.."ld, according to his ovm. wish, was buried 
back at St. Florian. The great organ there that he :me\'1 and loved so \·rell 
was to 'become his tombstone. 
Thus it may be seen that Bruckner's musical life in Vienna \'las largely 
a fight aga:lnst established traditions. The reactionary principles of the 
. ost-lrapoleonic era \'Tere to influence :public opinion in the Austrian 
capital for nearly three-quarters of the century. In Germany, where the 
spirit of liberation and romanticism had made far greater inroads, Bruckner 
1 ~·. p. 40. 
had been received and praised long before his native country recognized 
him. Germany hacl given acceptance to Hagner, Liszt, Berlioz, and, dt1Xing 
the last twenty years of the centc~y. even to such a progressive composer 
as Richard Strauss. Bruclmer, therefore, t·1as among artists of his olm 
type in that country. In Austria this was not true. There the high priest 
of s~nphonic music during this entire period was Brahms, for that com~oser, 
representing the continuation of the classical spirit, t'i'as turning out 
tvorks •·rhich met the conservative artistic standards of the dey. Bruckner, 
as a composer, did not fit into the Viennese picture during most of his 
life, but by the pO'l'Ter and originality of his t·rork, as ;1e shall see later, 
t·ras able to reorient the Viennese symphony in such a '·ray that others 
coming after him were able to use his symphonic concepts as their point 
of departure from '"hich to go into the next century. 
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CR..'\PTER II 
THEHATIC ltf.ATERIAL OF THE SYHPEOli!'IES 
Before examining the structural details of :Bruckner's symphonies it 
might be well to give some consideration to the thematic material used in 
these '\'rorks, for in many cases it is the type of theme that largely 
determines the style of treating the development throu~1out the work. 
:Bruc1mer 1 s themes are, like those of 1i.'agner after Lohengrin, definitely 
of instr1unental origi n or conception. Some of those found in the \·Jorks of 
Schubert show unmistakable song-influence. This influence is completely 
lacking in Bruckner. i•iagner got his ic1eas for this tyue of melod;r from 
the late instrumental v1orks of :Beethoven, and 'I.•Te kno\·T that Bruckner also 
studies these same ,,orks '1.-!i th some thoroughness& Thus the latter composer 
drm'l from the same source but has his ideas further tempered by the 
i'lagnerian ide as e 
The thematic material :Bruckner uses in his first movements must be 
classified according to the sections of the ex:;_Josition in w·hich it is used. 
His op ening themes may be divided rather rougP~Y into two classes. The 
first, and by far the most common, is the short, cryptic, plast ic 'lagnerian 
type of motif, one that is hardly ever a complete musical phrase , but one 
\'Thich cant ains merely the germ of his idea. Ordinarily it 'I.-rill consist of 
only a feu notes but \'i'ill make use of some very significant intervals and 
highly potent rhythms. Frequent use is made of the strong primary 
intervals and even great er use made of ontted rhythms. The opening motif 
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of the fourth symphony is an excellent example of this:-
I J ... p 
Occasionally a thematic section begins with a statement of some short 
motif, incomplete in itself, out of which a complete theme eventually is 
built up . In other worcl.s, the theme is evolved rather than stated; it is 
a ctunul e.tive process. In cases like the above quoted fourth symphony, the 
initial motif constitutes tlw entire material used. The opening section 
of this symphony consists of nothing but sixteen repetitions of the 
original motif in whiCh the rhythm never changes although some change is 
made in the intervals; several times the motif is transposed and there are 
some important harmonic changes. The o~ening theme of the second symphony 
is a further example of the cumulative type. It is constructed from tl1ree 
brief, melodic fragments, each some"ltrhat dif f erent in character. These are 
used so as to 'build up a fairly lengthy theme, but a theme more lyrical 
tha...11 that quoted from the fotlrth symyhony. The strong, uider intervels 
are lacking this time. 
r • 
\ihereas t h e motif-t:r:pe used. in the fourth symphony makes use of fairly 
large intervals, that of the seconcl s:nn:rhony is of a closer nature and is 
1 A simila r type theme may be found in opening movement of the ninth 
s ymphony. 
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even some1.-:hat chl'omat ic. In the fin2~ e of the same vrork :Bruckner uses a 
motif that is actually a combination of motifs~A- and ] quoted above. 
The second class of thematic material is made up of themes \·rhich 
might be termed "trumpet t hemea . 11 1 These themes are frequently sounded 
l)y trumpets or horns and have certain melodic characteristics that make 
them wont to be associated with these instruments. I n the third symphony 
we find the best-known example of this: 
3 I 
\- J J J I o J 
0 
This t ype of theme is somm-Ihat more complete in its initial statement. It 
2 
is a.l.so built up entirely out of notes outlining a. chord. A shorter mot if 
of this nature may be found in the introduction of the fifth symphony: 
Themes of a slightly different category , a sort of combination of the ideas 
of the first cl ass plus the longer complete melody may be found also , In 
the first C minor symphony the follmving theme appears: 
1:· \z :p ~~ b j . ., .,. 1 ~- l I S 
1 Newlin; OJ>. cit., :p . 36. 
2 See also opening theme, first movement, of the strjng quintet; first 
themes of Sym. IV, VII; Sym. IX, first mov't., meast~e 19-26. 
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It is evident that the germ of the \·Thole theme is contained in the first 
four notes \·rhich e,ctually give us the entire rhythmic scheme as \·Tell as 
the motif pattern. 
1~e second theme sections of Bruckner 's first movements present a 
totally different type of themat ic mat er i al . These themes are really of 
a composite nature - multiple themes - as will be described more fully 
later. The main element of these theme gTonps is far more lyrical t:ha..'l'l 
are the themes fm.md in the first sections . They are lo!l..ger, more self-
explanatory, if 'l'!e mey nse the term, and stand out in marked contrast 
\'lith those of the sections before and to follO'Iri . Dividing the second 
themes into classes as b.as been done \'lith the first themes woulcl be rather 
difficult and in many cases even arbitrary . The subs id.iary motifs of 
these t h eme-groups are usually less lyrical, different r~rthmically , and 
often make use of larger intervals. 
--- --Vl4 
I I 
\. ;. .:. .-- b.• ., • • -
Vc:l 
I L u 
7 ;J,;z. 
<.:5 
I I I 
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The above example from t he fol~th symphony will g ive a f air idea a s to the 
nature of these theme-grou:t_':lS. 
r1'he motifs m ed in the third sections are inclined to be of much the 
same character a s those of the first. In t >'iO symphonies they are actually 
der j_ved from the first theme, but in the l e.st four i·tork s they are indep end-
ent t hemat i cally. Again 1ve find the short, non-lyrical t;v'})e of motif, 
exh iOiting 11ide intervals occasionally a s 1-rell as strong rhytluns. The 
r hy thmic element is usnally of great i l!liJor tance as it is used to emphasize 
t he climactic cba.ract er of the third-theme section . 
Turning to the slow movements 1-re find t hat Bruckner here uses themes 
of a character somewhat different from 8ny used in the first movements . 
These themes are f ar more flol'ring melodically , and are of an almost-r.~.,'/'lllD.­
lik e n ature. It is in the slOl1T movements chiefly that we find t e element 
of relig iou s fervor, sometimes even bordering on mysticism, most strongl y . 
This is due in no small part to the nature of the themes used. The 
opening themes of the movements a1~e more in this character , than are the 
second or third themes although the latter still breathe ~retty much the 
same sp irit. It is interesting to note that the main themes of the slow 
movements in the earlier symphonies are more cHatonic than are those 
found in the later i'lOrks. The turn i ng point s eems to be about the fifth 
symphonye A comparison of the follo\1ing meloclies \"rill illustrate this. 
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Sy,.. )!{J.. 
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r A similar comparison might be made bet1.1e en the e a.rl~r end late \"!Or_cs of 
Wagner, between Lohengrin and Gotterdammerung, for instance. 
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In the case of each composer, as the harmonic idiom become~ more complicat- ~ 
ed the melodies a.re built along such lines as to k eep pace "ltrith the harmony. 
The nature of the themes in the first movements would be enough to make 
this trait less obvious there. A motif similar to the opening one of the 
fourth symphony \'l'ould admit almost any harmonization. In the earlier 
20 
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v1orks also the r:b . .ythms of the opening themes of the slO\"l movements seem a. 
little simpler than in the later \".rorks. 
The second. and third themes of these slot-1 movements often sho't"r a 
little more rhythmic a.ct iv·ity than do the first melodies . The same sp irit 
is present in all of them however . For instance, compare the follm,ring J3 
theme from the ade.gio of the seventh symphony vTith the sombre, intense 
melody that opens the movement. 
,' , j J \ j . 
Hm'/"here in :Bruckner 1 s sl o..,.r movements do vre find themes that compare in 
character or meaning trlth those of other comnosers of the romantic p eriod, 
for romanticism in the sense that it applies to composers such as Liszt, 
i"fagner, or even Schubert or Schumann is totally absent from the t-;orks of 
Bruckner. Bruckner ' s romanticism, it must alt-1ays be remembered stems 
mainly from an all- embracing religious fervor and rel tgious outlook on 
life, the result of his early life and training. 
It has often been saicl that t'l"hereas the slm·T movements of :Bruckner's 
symphonies represent his loftiest inspirations in a religious or mystic 
sense, his scherzos are the only movements in which he has his feet solidly 
on the ground. Certainly t h ey are the most tangible of all in a wordly 
sense . These scherzo movements at once bring to mind the peasant 
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connections of the composer, and the scherzos and dances of Schubert. It 
is in these movements that Bruckner and Schubert l"!.Cl.ve the most in common. 
Bruckner's, hatever, are perhaps a little more rugged in nature, Schubert's 
being under the song influence. Use is made b:r :Bruclmer of the short motif 
idea again, strong rhythmic patterns, and \'lide i 11tervaJ.s based on primary 
notes of his chords. 
j \ J j 
Sy'" WI' 
$:prxH+IJ. J. I~·=· EJ• 
I $ c:;> I + \ J r-= j . 
Occasionally vie find a motif of very short length \vhich is used in endless 
repetitions g iving some\"rhat of an ostinato effect throughout large sections 
of the movement. 
• 
The above motif from the eighth symphony is used in this manner. 1'lhen the 
second section of the movement begins this motif is merely inverted and 
used the same \-Tay. 
The themes of the trios take on a smoother, less rugged aspect and 
resemble the melodies of Schubert more than ever. These thematic types 
used by both composers sho\'r strong connections -vlith the spirit of the 
Aus trian countryside and are good evidence of the Austrianism of the men. 
The vJi<le intervals tend to disappe ar and the more connected. type of 
melodic \rriting is used. A marked exception t o this is, hm1ever, the 
theme found i n the sixth symphony. 
# 0 0 0 
Several times the character of the trio theme is fc~ther removed from 
that of the first t hemes by using a different time signature. The theme 
from the fifth, quoted above, is in 4-3 as against 3-4 for the first part 
of the scherzo. In four other symphon ies this same type of change is 
1 found. 
The finales show a type of thematic material that is le.rgely of the 
same character as t hat found in the opening movements. The typ e found 
at the "beginni ng of the fourth and ninth symphonies is not made use of 
here, but in its place \oJe find. onening themes that often are of the 
fanfare variety. They u suaJ.ly are of a rather imp osing nature and give 
the finale a climactic aspect right from the beginning. In some vmys 
they remind us of the C themes in the expositions of the first movements . 
The fL~ale of the e i ght h s ymphony op ens very ausp iciously in this manner, 
2 
all tbr e e sections of the A theme groups being of the same nature. 
1 Syr:1 . IV , 2-4 to 3-4; V, 3-l..!o to 2-4 ; VII, 3-4 to 2-l..!o; IX, 3-l-\- to 3-S. 
2 Al so I, Al; III , Al; VI, A2; VII, Al. 
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Of the other three symphonies he.vii?-g fourth movement s, number t\'IO begins 
rather qtuetly with a theme that is a composite of elements of the first 
theme of the o~ening movement, while numbers four and five have opening 
t hemes of a broad nature begi11..ning vrith octave skips. The theme of the 
fourth symphony begins in \·Thole-note rhytbn while that of the fifth is 
more active rhythmically, making use of the ever-present dotted rhythms. 
In four cases out of the eight the second themes are of the same 
1 
mtlitiple ty~e as the B themes of the first movements.- Those in the 
remaining four symphonies are nearer to the single-theme t ype, although 
the accompanying voices to in a couple of cases have some slight melodic 
direction or pattern. In the codas 1-.re frequently find themes te.ken from 
other movements or from the srone movement. Here they are often transformed 
somel'rha.t, usually appearing in augmented form and in a ne\<T key. 
T\-1o or three other classifications of t bemes remain to be mentioned. 
1 S~. III , IV, VI, VII. 
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The first and most :important of these is the well-lmo\-m Bruckner 11 chora.le. 11 
These chorale themes are not really chora~ es at all, in the strict sense 
of the \'Tork, none being based on any lmmvn German chorale, but are merely 
reminiscent of that t ype of music. The;r usual ly appear in the brass or 
\'i00<1wind instruments in comparat ively slO'\'l rhythm, anc''c accompanied by 
block harmony. The hymn-like effect :produced by these themes is 
<.mmistakable. None are of very long duration ancl they are apt to appear 
almost anywhere in the \'lork . A common pla.ce to find them is in the 
transition sections although one plays an extremely important part in the 
finale of the fifth symphony. This particular chorale, quoted belo"'• 
appears first as a sort of interlude bett-reen the exposition and development 
but sool,l becomes one of the subjects in the double fugue 1:1hich constitutes 
the development section. 
I I 
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i:'hether or not these chor~,les are exoress ions of :Sruclmer 1 s religious 
aspirations and feelings rnay be debatable but it seems certain that there 
is a strong connection bet,veen them and Bruckner 1 s fondness for the organ. 
VJhen it comes to the matter of t he quotations from some of his earlier 
masses \ve anparently have little choice a.s to the meaning of them. 
1'lhatever the chorales may have meant to Bruckner, the quotations from the 
masses certainly have a religious significance. These quotations 
constitute still another class of themat ic material . The first use of 
this devise a:9:pears in the adagio of the second symphony, uhe2.·e a :r;>assage 
from the Benedictus of the F minor me.ss occurs.1 .Another appears in the 
finale, one t~{en from the Kyrie of the same mass. In the third symphony, 
first movement, there is a short fragment from the mass in D. Several 
others are fo~u~d scattered throughout the rest of the sym:9honies. 
Ordinarily not too much is made of these, all of them being of short 
duration a11d never is one used as a major thematic element of the :piece 
as a ,.,..hole. The greatest nwnber of these qnotations plus others from his 
earlier sym!-JhOnic \·J ork s a;ppear in t he adagio of ._ the ninth symphony, \'There 
t hey are used no les s than five times. 
The one remaining class of themes is t _1at comprising reminiscenc e s of 
vlagnerian themes. The first version of the third, or 11 1·lagner 11 sym:phony, 
contained several quotations from the >·Torl:::s of the German master. Auer 
interprets this as simply Bruclmer 1 s n a ive homage to his idol. 2 Later 
versions of this symphony did a\va,y >v-i th the VTagner themes except the one 
in the adagio (meas. 209-211) reminiscent of the 11 slumber" motif from 
:Oi e Ualkure. The ' ·,·agnerian similarities of parts of the adagio of the 
seventh symphony are brought about more by the character of the themes and 
1 "v'Ieasure 15S, at the beginning of the coda. 
2 Auer, on. cit . , p . 136. 
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1 b;r the orchestration than by a.11y direct quotations.-
A stu~y of the several theme types mentioned will show how 
essentially ~·la.gnerian many of J3ruckner 1 s themes are. Such themes almost 
of necessity demand a type of treatment similar to that found in the 
mro_sic-dramas of Wagner. In later chapt ers it will be seen hmt far these 
themes go in determtning both the form and the contrapuntal treatment of 
the different movements of the symphonies. 
1 Similar instances might be cited, as in Sym. I, Ktmdry 1 s ride motif 
in the first movement, meas. , Sym. II , first ::uov 1t. , meas. 161, 
a theme similar to one in Rienzi. 
CHAPTER III 
FORHAL PATTERHS OF TH1TI SYl'IPHONIES 
Eruclmer 1 s conce~t of symphonic style \'laS largely in the nature of 
a com:_promise. 1 ifl1ile having his roots firmly in the past he proceeded 
:::> 
to erect structures that looked to\·ra.rd the future.- Tak:L""lg as his point 
of departure the strttctural principles of Beethoven he at once enlarged 
upon them and combined his ne>·Ter forms \'lith a romanticism a.'lld Austrian 
flavor inherited from Schubert and his o\'rn past, and 1·rith a type of 
thematic expression akin to ancl derived from \'fagner. Specifically, \'that 
:Bruckner aimed at vras a.n incorporation of the i'!agnerian leit-rnotif technic 
into the symphonic form. This, of course, \·ras not a comnletely ne\"1 
departtu~e for 1,qagn.er himself took the symphonic principles of :Beethoven 
and used them as the basis for the spining of the elaborate symphonic web 
of his music dremas. Thus :Bruckner fHs into the picture by taking the 
symphonic form of :Beethoven plus taking the Uagneriro1 dramatic adaptatiou 
and ,,elding the t\.,ro into a newer type of the absolute symphony. The bonds 
bet>·Teen :Beethoven, Bruckner, and ivaooner are extremely close and strong. 
1 Ne>.,rlin, on. cit., p . 41 .. 
2 See Orel, Alfred, ~~ton Eruclmer, (Vienna, 1925), p. 74. 
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:Before tak ing u:o :Bruclmer 1 s symphonies in detai l it might 'be \'Jell to 
make a few br ief general observations regarding both these compositions 
and the minor ivorks . The first hro s ymphon ies, those in F minor and D 
minor , are the product of :Bruclmer 1 s eXl_,?eri.Tllental :period, at least a s far 
as s ymphonic com:posi tion is concerned. \•ihile they show many of' the traits 
of t he nine 11 reg;ular 11 SYJllilhonies they are less mature in style, are 
noticeably shorter, ancl are more orthoclox and simple in their harminic 
find no such difference separating his first and ninth s;ynrohonies as \·re 
fincl beh1een the first and last of Be ethoven. The exact reason for this 
may be some\·rhat difficult to p in dovm but one or two plausible e:xplana-
t ions may be adV8.LJ.ced. :Bruckner went through an extraordinarily long 
training period and did not start composiP~ in this form until he was 
1 
about thirty-eight y ears old., :By that time his mind \'/ould. have reached 
maturity ~md any ideas he m3Y have ha.cL regarding sym:ohonic forms might 
have become pret·ty 1rrell se·ctled, at least in their major aspects . Again , 
? r u ckner v1as a conservative Austrian p e asa.'1t in origin and he never out-
grew the traits of this class. He was not given to deep thi~~ing and 
philosophizing as \tere men like Hagner or :Beethoven \'lho \"Tere continually 
searching for something, for more adequate and exact means for expressing 
1 The F Hin., "School Symphony, " l'las begun in 1862/3. and the C min. 
i:To. 1, \'las not commenced until 1865. 
their innermost emotions and convictions. Being of a rather complacent 
t urn of mind i·ie i.,rould hardly expect him to uridergo any such great 
evolution as did Beethoven. 
Although the first movements of B:r-uckner 1 s syml)honies are in the 
customary sonata-allegro form, this does not mean that they are literal 
cop ies of the classical conception of this form. The movements appear 
nmv '"ith lengthy three-theme expositions and recapitulations, develop-
ments totally different in style than those of Brahms or Beethoven, 
radically different key relationships, m1d a ntLmber of other distinctive 
characteristics. The slo"t<r movements va:ry in form from one symphony to 
another and are interesting in t hat they keep undergoing changes and 
modifications throughout the course of the nine synl})honies. Uhile the 
scherzos all conform to the usual A :S A pattern some change in the 
handling of the musical material t-rithin this form is notices. Bruckner's 
finales are more vari es than are his first movements but most of t h em 
turn out to be in either sonata-form or modifications of this form, some 
i'lith rondo characteristics acLded. The Brucl:ner coda is found to be of 
far greater proport io11s than is the corresponding section in the '"orks 
f th l . 1 o e ear ler composers. The codas in the finales generally make use 
of the main theme of the opening movement, thus rounding out the \'Thole 
\oJork ancl making the final movement . ·~ru.ly the climax of the entire 
s;rmphony. 
1 Beethoven, h01·rever, occe.sionally uses v ery 
finale of the fifth sJrmphony. 
I final movement of the piano sonata op . 31, lengthy codas; tl~t to the no. 2, for example, or to 
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C.'Ti_e very importa11t :Bruclmerian characteristic is his block-like t ~r:9e 
of constrt;.ction. Instead of the long, continuous encUess melod;v i dea 
f01md in \;!'agner , :Bruckner 1 s "t-rorks are construct ed of blocks of thematic 
mat erial definitely separated from one another by cadences , long notes, 
genera~ pauses, or some similar device . Little attemp t ever is made to 
interlace his material or to connect his sections; one section is ended 
cleanly and then another c ornro0nces. Later i n his life, ha-rever, Bruckner 
does ma~e some slight attempt to bridge over these joints by use of 
transiti onao material but the result ne"\rer a:pproaches the smoothness of 
transition to be fo1md in the vrork of such symphonists as Beethoven or 
1 
:Brahms . Br uclmer placed his contrasting group s side b;r side ivhereas 
Brahms used almost undetect able transitions from one theme to another. 2 
This technique of thematic use and ctevelo:<)ment is resp onsible in no 
small >tray f or the peculiarities in J3r uckner 1 s symphonic structures . He 
had a highly developed faculty for butlding climaxes. Each t h eme in turn 
t-ras develo:!Jed until it reached its f ull force after i\fhich it sub sided to 
give "<ray to a nevr theme vlhich w·ould be treat ed in like manner. This type 
of treatment naturally would tend to divide a movement into a s eries of 
v1ell-defined 11 blocks. 11 i'lellesz states that 11 ••• in every movement he 
(Bruckner ) reaches several climaxes, around which all the rest is grouped. 
No t from the manipulation of t he t hemes are these sunmits achi eve d, as in 
the classical symphony but the theme in its full power is revealed for 
1 See , f or exai1lple, the first movement of the D major Sym. of :Brahms , 
esnecially the wonderful develonment section, or the third sym. of 
:Be.ethoven i n uhich t he sk illed hand of a master-craftsman mey be 
seen throughout. 
2 
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the first time ivhen these summits are reached, as the thought which is the 
1 goal of the development. 11 Robert Simpson, an English analyst, explains 
it this i'lay: 11 :Beethoven reli es on key for his symmetry, a.11d Wagne r upon 
dramatic stage situations; so :Bruckner is completely dependent upon the 
proportions of his great climax-building passages. 112 
,, 
I 
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In considering the structtu-al characteristics of :Bruckner 1 s symphonies I 
in more ctetail it seems advisable to take the opening movements as a 
group, then the sloi·l movements likeuise, and so on for the simple reason 
thc..t in studying the symphonies many chro•acteristics keep reappearing in 
the various works so that we m~y venture certain generalizations concerning 
al l similar movements) 
As was stated previously, the first movement of each of the nine 
numbered symphonies, as v1ell as of the ti"TO tL'tlnumbered ones, is in sonata-
eJ.legro form. :Basically this is the se.me form a s can be found in the 
·I 
symphonies of :Beethoven but the details i'l' :'.thin the form vary considerably . ~~ 
The most obvious Erucknerian trait is the use of thre e theme sections in I 
the exposition and recapitL~ation. Instead of the usual A~ Codetta. 
order an A :B C pattern is set up to i'l'hich is added the cod.etta or coda. 
BruC!OYer 1 s precedent f or this modification \'ras the use of independent 
1 
2 
3 
Wellesz, o-p. cit. , p . 2S4. 
Robert Sim-oson, 11 A.nton Bruckner and the Symphony, 11 l•lusic Revievi, 
Cambridge, - 19l+6, vol. 7, P.P• 35-hO. 
Alf:;:o ed Orel, in his book on :Bruclmer, uses a similar organization. 
Orel, Alfred, Anto n :Bruckner, -·n.emE, , 1925, pp. 75-96. 
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cocla themes in the vror2;::s of the classical com:posers. 1 The use of ne\'1 
thematic material in the closing groups \·las reasonable common in the late 
eitht eenth and early nineteenth centuries. :Bruckner merely took this 
idea as he fou..'Yld it and e:x:p?nded it ivhile at the sa.111e time increasing the 
thematic importance until l'Tbat originally had been but a closi..'YJ.g section 
now became a strong theme section in its mm right standing in contrast 
to the preceeding second-theme section and balancing the mood and 
character of the first. 
The typically Eruckneria:n block-like ty·0e of construction is used 
throughout. In the ex:posi tions the A E C sections are all neatly blocked 
off, double bars being placed. at the eno.s of some sections to further 
emphasize the division. The development sections are treated in lik e 
mru1ner. 2 Other comp osers made use of t he SSJile sectional material but 
(with the excep tion of the extended third-theme section) they never 
ctivided their sections as sharply nor did they end them as abruptly as 
di d :Bruckner . Adding even more emphasis to this block io_ea is the f act 
that the comnoser very frequently follotrrs a routine dynamic pattern also. 
A section i·lill begin softly a.ncl as the thematic development progTes ses to 
its climax there is a corresnonding increase in ~ynamics the climax being 
f orte or fortissimo. During the dissolution following the climax the 
music becomes softer and encls about the saille as it had begun. 
1 .AJ.1 excellent example may be seen in the early piano sonato of 
:Beethoven op. l l-~ , no. 2, first movement. 
2 Sym. III, first movement, for example, the development is divided 
into four sections. 
- _______ ] ___ _ 
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almost ~: ~~e exposition sections of B1~ckner 1 s first movements conform, 
without exception to a pattern. The openings a.re of particular interest. 
Ji:very one of the nine, except the fifth \'Jhich has a'Yl. introduct ion of 
fifty measures , opens either vrith a tremolo in the strings (sometimes 
a'\.lgffiented by sustained notes in the wind instruments) or vii th a series of 
repeated rhythmically equal chorcls or pedal tones against which the main 
1 theme is set. This device sets t he main theme off against a neutral 
background t hat is static both rhytl1mically cmd harmonically and allat·rs 
the theme to be heard •·rithout any interf erence to its rhythms or its 
melodic contours. Nhere Bruc1-':ller 1 s main themes are so sharply punctuated 
rhythmically it is 1.,robably best that they e..re })laced in this setting for 
their initial hearing so that the full impact of their rhyt}:l.ms and 
inte!"'re~s may be realized. Even the fifth symphony is treated in exactly 
the same \vay immediately follo'!tr ing the introduction. A certain dramatic 
effect is also gained by this procedure . ~ iagner used it at the on ening 
of his Flying :Cutchma.n and \vallruTe, and even as recent a comnoser as 
Sibelius uses the same teclmic \vhen introducing the main theme of the 
opening movement of his E minor symphony. After the main motif has been 
stated there is no attempt made to erp a'Yl.d the idea or to develop it; 
Bruckner 1 s technic is merely to re}_)eat this mot i f over and over, 
transposing it, perhaps transf arming it, and cl1..ang ing the tonal color 
1 )_'YJ. exception is noted in the string quintet \'ll1ich does not open 
in this manner but with the principle tlwme set off against 
changing harmonies and. mildly contrapuntal lines in the other 
voices. 
by his orchestration. From the original motif brief t\'!O or three note 
rhythmic -oatterns a"!'e ··taken and these r~iterated over and over again . 
'\'!hen the composer is satisfied that he has made enough of this material 
he 1)rings it to a close just as def:l_n i tel;v as he had begun it. A I 
'1l com~arison of the opening section of ru~y one of Brt1ckner 1s sJ~phonies 
\vith the corresponding section of the secono~ symphony of :Brahms or of the II 
eighth symyhony of Beethoven, to name but t\"lO \·Tell knoun examples, will 
sho't'! hott different the two styles can be. 
~'he nattu·e of the second, or B, themes has already been dealt \"l ith, 
but a fm·1 additional observations may be mao.e rege.rding tl'l..em. In the 
first place they are not the simple, sin~.e l i ne, clear-cut themes one 
fino.s :l.n the A theme sections, but are, in many cases, multiple or 
composite themes. ~lliile the main portion of the melo~y is stated by one 
or more instruments tv1o or e\ren three subsidiary motifs appea.r 
simultaneo~sly in other instruments. At first appearance this thematic 
system seems to be but one melody plus counteryoints b-u.t the actual 
effect is that of two or three component elements all going to ma~e up 
one musical idea. The main element may predomina te but the subsidiary 
lines cannot be disregarded. In the follm-ring development sections 
J3rucDler frequentl;,r makes use of material c1ra-vm from each element. 
the best examples of this type of multiple element theme is to be found 
in the ] sect i on of the exposition of the fot~th symphony.1 
melody begins in the violas, a very lj~ical theme in long phrases . 
1 Sym. IY, meas. 75 ff . , Similar examples may be found in the other 
symphonies . 
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Simultaneously i'rith this theme appears the first subsicl.iary motif, one 
consisting of pairs of staccat;o eight h notes follm.;ed by longer notes, a 
motif of little lyricism and not much melodic flow. The second violins 
enter tviO beats a.fter the first two voices \vi th a thiro. element of the 
theme group, a motif consisting of que.rter e.ncl eighth notes broken ttp 
into short phrases and involving larger skips (fifths and sL""tths) tb.a.'l 
either of the other tl..ro melodies . In subsequent development sections 
all three of these elements are t~ed. This is not an exceptional example 
bu t is tyoi ce.l of the majority of Bruckner ' s secon<i themes. The k e;rs of 
these themes as \vell as their key relationship "Vlith the other sections 
llill be t a..'~<: en up s hortly. 
Follol'iing the second theme section comes that part of the exposition 
l"thich differentiates Bruckner ' s ex:positions from those of his predecessors 
and contemporaries. The prec edent for this third theme section has alre , _d~ 
been dealt uith. The type of theme used here is one that gives good 
contrast with the second theme and approaches the chare.cter of the first . 
In some cases this third theme is actually dral-m from the first theme 
. . 1 
sect ion but more frequentl;yr it is of i ndepenclent or1.g1.n. The theme used 
\-.rill be a single one similar to that of the A section and i n contrast to 
the conrpound theme of the B section. The t;n.)e of treatment of the motif, 
its development and contrapuntal treatment, is practically the same as is 
used in the first theme section. In many instances the C theme first 
1 In S~honies II, III , and IV there is clear use of first theme 
material, numbers I and V of J3 clerivations, ;-;hile VI , VII, VI II , 
and I X have ne\1 themes. 
If 
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appea..rs fortissimo giving a sort of clime.ctic charact er to t he section as 
a Hhole . A codetta. usually follm·rs the C section but in some instances 
this is q_uite short, being little more than cadenticl extensions. 
In t hese sonata-form movements a harmonic problem arises immediately 
owing to the use of three theme sections rather than two in the exposi-
tions and in the reca.pittuations. The customary tonal relations bet\·teen 
the sections in the classical sonata-form a..re too uell knm·m to need I 
II 
explaining here. Bruckner, in his sonata-forms, preserves this relation- J! 
In every lj ship bet\·reen t\..ro of his three sections, the first and the third. 
II 
case in the first movements the third theme section is basically in t~ 
dominant or the relative major key, as the case may be, following the 
classical pattern. It is the second, or :B, t Leme sections which v e..ry . 
There seems to be some consistency on his part in choosing the key for the 
B sections. Symphonies I, II, and III follO\'l a simple plan with the E 
section in the relative major of the key of the A section, thus putting 
both :B and C in the same key. In symphonies IV and V the plan follous 
more experimental lines. In number IV the A is in E-flat major bu t the 
B section begins in D-flat major then changes to G-flat major. The A 
theme of number I is in E-flat major and the B section is in F minor and 
D-flat-major. The relations here a..re more remote. In t he l ast four 
symphonies, while kee·,)ing m<ay from the simple pattern of the first tb.-ree 
Bruckner puts the B theme sections in keys that bear a closer relationship 
to the A themes than is the case in numbers IV and V. In symphonies VI 
and VII A is in a me.jor key and J3 ap:.9ears in the dominant minor e The A 
t hemes of numbers VIII and IX are in the minor keys and the :8 t• emea nm·r 
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are in the dominant major. Thus t hese key systems are not too distant 
from those of the classical peri od but yet they are different enough to 
admit some neu relationship and ne\i harmonic change. The recapitulat ions 
follow along similnr lines, bt~ the keys of E sections are a little more 
closely related to those of the A themes. In number III, for instance, A 
is this time in D minor while the J3 theme is in D major. The C theme 
returns to D minor. The A theme of symphony V is in E-flat major while 
t he E section appears in G minor. The sections in the other sym~honies 
bear out much the same relationshi p . 
:Bruckner's developments ere hardly real developments in all the sense 
that that 1·rork implies. Ue are familiar i'Tith the Beethoven, Schubert, or 
EraP~s type of development in which the themes of the exposition exe 
f urther expancled or disected are interlaced one \'lith another, played off 
against each other and contrasted, and the whole fabric rtm tP~ough a 
continuously modulat ing harmonic pattern. The cievelopment section of the 
first movement of Erabms ' second symphony is an exceedingly fine example 
of this sort of thing . 1'he logic and smoothness with \'lhich the o.evelo:p-
memt is built up is truly marvelous. In the symphonies of Bruckner \<Te 
find a different sort of treatment altogether. The vlagnerian technic of 
t~<ing a given motif and running it through a n~unber of repetitions and 
transpositions, sequences building the texture up layer by layer, is used 
\tith one big exception, and that is that :Bruckner makes little or no 
attempt to make his texture conform to the style of the \'lagnerian endless 
melody. i'Te again find the familiar block structures, each block of 
material being complete in itself and distinct from its neighbors. The 
t yne of treatment does not dif~er essentially from that used in the 
lr 
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exposition; indeed it is frequently littl e more than an extension of the 
exposition section. The development USL~lly begins with a statement of 
the A theme •1 This theme then becomes the basis for the first :part of 
the development. The theme may be ~sed in its original form running 
through sequential patterns each transposed; very frequently it is used 
in inversion even appearing in this form P..gainst its o"tm origina l form; 
it may be transformed, augmented or diminished or cha~ged r~ytbmically. 
A good ruaotint of free imitation of a motif is used; the imitations being 
both lit eral ancl in contrary motion such a s is found in symphony ntlJ!lber V, 
around measures 310-315. On other occasions a :pair of themes may be used; 
the A theme may be :played against the E or C theme, or some similar combi-
nation. \'Then two themes are to be used they are treated in exactly the 
same \vay that a single theme \"rould be handled. The length of a given 
section of the development depends on nothing but the composer's sense of 
1 
::proport ionc. .An entj_re block may be built up by the use of t\·Jo or three 
subsections or layers. One set- of imitations or repetitions- mey be used_ 1
1 
for a fe\'T measures in a certain set of instruments then the whole process 
starts over again v.ri th the orchestration changed and perhaps vrith t he 
motifs sometrrhat transformed. i'Then a theme or set of themes ha s been used 
long enough, the com~oser merely selects another set of materials and 
starts all over again, the treatment of the nevi materiaJ_ being exactly 
the same 2s \vith the first. Each of these sections is kept clearly by 
itself. New material is rarely entered in the middle of one of these 
1 In Sym. I, the develonment · section of the first movement begins '"i th 
the B theme. 
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blocks. This s£:me process is carried on throt1ghout the entire development 
sectj_on. Materials from the A and 13 sections are used more than are those 
from C, and of the t\•ro the A motifs or ideas derived from them predominate. ! 
13ruc1mer always ke eps coming back to his or i ginal or main theme. Another 
characteristic to be noted is that he tenets to introo:nce his thematic 
material in the development sections in the same order as in the e~osi-
tions. In the fifth s~'{1!lphony he starts his development \'lith me.terial 
drawn from the introduction then follo"~:JS it \'lith A material. Throughout 
t he developments the composer usually sets up some sort of background 
against which he employes his thematic material. This often takes the 
form of el aborate passage work (arpegg io or broken arpeggio figures) in 
the strings or woodwinds, incessant repetitions of single rhythuic and 
melodic figures, some sort of passage vrork involving continuous motion 
in one denomination of notes, longer notes in the brass instruments to 
furnigh a solid harmonic basis, repeated r hythmic figures in other wind 
instruments to give a sense of continued motion. Chordal figures in both 
fast and slm'l rhytlnns in the brass instruments are much used. The 
development generally comes to a close softly and ends either in long 
sustained notes or in a general pause. The recapitualtion then begins 
just as clearly as did any of the earlier sections. 
Bruckner 's rec~pitulations do not differ in essentials from his 
expositions . In most cases, ho'I'Fever, each section is somewhat shorter 
than its corresponding s ecti on in the exposition. This is especially true 
of the A and 13 sections. It cannot be saio. that :Bruckner ever ,.,as g iven 
to using literal repetitions in his \'larks. Althoug h the recapitulations 
are, in general, the same as the expositions, the details chenge consider- I 
~-
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ably. ?he seQuences of the imitation of his motif change, motifs receive 
further trru1sformation, the orchestration invariably changes, different 
counterpoints ru1d harmonic fig~ations are added, all of ~1ich go to 
minimize any effect of dull repetition . ~ne one other change, and. that 
I 
a rather important one, is the building up of the C section to a climax 
an.d t _1e reintroduction of the A theme. The rettll'n of this theme 
generally marks the beginning of the coda. The length of t he coda may 
vary but in eve:ry case it is longer than the codetta at the end of the 
exposition. Bruckner's codas usually end 1·dth a series of repetitions 
on a single chord, many of the instrunents having the same notes for as 
many as a dozen measures. Other instruments, very often t:b...e horns and 
trumpets, will have repetitions of rhyt~ic figures derived from the mai n 
motif a~d usually confol~ing to arpeggio ,or other chordal patterns 
me_odically. The closings are all fortissimo except in the eighth 
symphony. The recapitu.le.tion is thus built up :i.nto the climax of the 
I 
entire movement; the return of the main theme rounds out the f orm 
yerfectly . 
Regarding the proportions of the vaxious sections of the movements 
'\"le find a fe'l'r things of note. lifo seriou s deviation from the classical 
standards is to be found, hm~ever . It does not s eem p ossible to establish 
the fact that Bruckner was '"ork ing to1-rarcl any particular solution to the 
I 
problem of pronortions . In general it might be stated that his 
I 
recapitulations balance h is expositions fairly t~ell. Ordinarily if one 
I 
section is to be shorter than the other it is the recapitulation '\'Thich 
I 
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1-rill be shortened. The fourth s;rnrphon~r is a good example of this form, H~S 
mea s"LlXes in the exposition as against 166 in the recapitulation. The sevenih I 
like':rise :pre sents t he same :proportions, 164 measures in the ex:oosi tion and 
131 in the reca1Jitulation. But h0\·1 are we to fit such a late 1·:ork as the 
first movement of t he eighth sym1Jhony int o such a picture? Here the total 
numb er of measures in t he exposition comes to 126 \1hile in the recapitula-
tion the length is 11.f5 measures. In ever:.r ca se the Cl.evelopment section is 
found to be shorter than either the expo s ition or the recapitulation. This 
scheme of having the development shorter than either of the other main sec-
' tion is not new. Such :proportions are typical of b oth the pre-classical and
1 
romantic periods, and many examples ma._y even be found in the classical 
p eriod. The particular nature of Bruckner 1 s symphonic \.;ork may have some 
bearing on the matter also ~ The development sections differ in ci1aracter 
and treatment but slightly from the expositions, cometimes even giving the 
i mnression of being merely continuations of tle expositions in different 
keys . In view of this, Bruclrn.er may have felt; that a lengthy development 
r;as not needed. Struct"L1Xally, then, we see t hat Br-J.ckner 1s sonata form 
first movements, \'lhile shm·ring some individual ism in the details, are 
essentially rooted firmly in the traditional sonato form of the earlier 
Viennese com~osers . 
B 
i'lhere the first movements of :Sruclmer 1s symphonies all adhere to a 
single :pattern t he sonata-form, the slo\·l movements show more variation 
from one to another . Some of t h em tencl to have similar patterns but in 
1 This same treat ment may be fo1.md in the, t,rorks of many other c omposers 
even dating back to the pre-classical period. See, for ex~le, some 
of the iiorks of K. P . E. Bach, Domenico Paradisi, and others . 
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thes e t h e proportions of the sections vary. It pr ob ably is best to 
discuss them according to the t'I'IO or thxee types into v1hich the movements 
may be divided. 
The most common type found is the s maJ.l rondo 'lvith variations form 
which has this design A B A1 Bl A2 Coda. It may be fotmd in Symphonies 
II, V, VII, VIII, and IX. This is t he same form Beethoven used in t he 
slo\'t movement of his ninth symphony, a work which Bruckner studies much 
and afunired greatly. In using this form Bruckner never repeats his theme 
sections exactl;r. Each time a theme reappears in a net'l' sect ion it is 
varied or developed beyond the previous aJ?.Peara:nce. 
Although it has been said that the p roportions vary there are one or 
two characteristics regarding the length of the sections that are fairly 
general. In fO'U.l' of the five cases using this form the second appearance 
of the A section is of greater length tha..'IJ. the first, the eighth symphony 
having exactly eq_uaJ. parts. It so ha;;pens also that, taking the fou.r 
cases mentioned, Sym. II, V, VII, &J.d IX, this second appearance of A is 
increasingly longer in each one in that same order. The number of measure 
increase in each is 4, 21, 23, and 51, respectively. The final ~-ppearance 
of the A material does not follm11' such a pattern. In No. II the final A 
is shorter than the opening A; in No. Y~ longer ; No . VII, longer; No. VIII, 
longer, but in No. IX, it is again shorter. Rett~ning to the first 
peculiarity noted, namely, the increasing length of the middle section, 
some attention may be given this. It seems fairly safe to assume that 
Bruckner was attempting to \v ork out a certain balance of pat tern. The 
idea must have been rather v~te in his mind and he tried to crystalize 
1+3 
it by successive eA.·-periment ations. It is not i mprobable that he 1:ras 
seeking to irnpaxt into this A B Al Bl .A2 form the more general asp ects. 
at l eas t as far as pronortion is concerned, and the s~~e balance that the 
sonata-form possesses. i'Te lm0\'1 that Bruckner \·ras fonct of the sonata-form 
and that he could handle it capably. Is it not possible that in enlarging 
the central A section of his slot.r-movement form he was attempt ing to 
match t he proportion of the development section of the sonata-form? In 
the sonata-form the development section has roughly the same length as 
the A and J3 theme sections of the exposition. In the slov; movements of 
the Seventh and lifinth symphonies of Bruckner, the center A section is 
also roughly as long as the first A and B sections combined. t·fe might 
have the fol l o\'ling comparative :pattern : 
Exposition Development Recapitulation Coda 
Sonata-form ---- A B A&B A B 
Bruclcner A & B A = B&A (small rondo form) 
It must be understood that this comparison is of pro1Jortions only, 
II 
II 
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not use of thematic development. In . the Bruckner form this middle section II 
is in no t'lise a real development as it involves only the A thematic 
material which is not even treated in true development style. In real 
repetition of the A or the B theme sections Bruckner varies them one t·ray 
or another. In some cases he develops them t hrough different key 
sequences, different contra9untal treatment, by using the main theme in 
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augmentation, ro d so on. Very frequentl;~r he ch.:mges the background; 
elaborate passage 11ork appears in the strings against which the theme 
may be set while the \'Tood\'Tinds or brass ma;y have long sustained chords. 
Host ahrays this passage work appears in the violins rather than in all 
the strings simultaneously. The lO\'ler strings suTJnorted by instruments 
from the wind groups carry the main theme. 
The reason so much has been said of this particula~ form is that it 
seems to be the one tovrard which Eruckne1· tended to lean more and more. 
Furthermore, Bruclmer made very little advance in his forms during his 
life which makes this change stancl out all the more. As he progressed 
t hrough the composition of his symphonies, the use of this form became 
more frequent. 
In t\'I'O other cases :Bruckner used sl0\'1' movement forms some\ihat close 
to the one just described. The first symphony uses the follo\-ring form 
A B C A :B Coda. Here ,.,e have a third thematic element introduced. The 
C section is framed behreen t\V' O sets of A and B, and is seventy measures 
long . The first A and B combined total forty-five meast~es \'rllile the 
last pair is forty-seven me asures . The fourth symphony has a slou 
movement t·rhich may be divided into t v1o main sections each of an equal 
number of parts. The p atter-11 is thus A :B .A A :S A Co da, a compl ex binary 
form. The odcl feature of this pattern· is the use of two A s ections in 
succession; there is, hm·rever, a clear break bet1·1een them in the s._core. 
~'i'O s;y.mphonies have quite different forms, the third and the sixth. 
The third has a straight compotL~d t ern~J A B A with the middle section 
being subdivided i nto another A :B A. The balance is about even, h~rever, 
I 
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as the tl·/o A sections total 106 measures l'thile the J3 has 114 . The sixth 
symphony has the most complex form of all. .Again the movement is divided 
in half, the first having this pattern, A B C A, while the second half 
is changed to A :8 C B Coda (A). The proportions l'Iork out ver:\' uell, 
though, and a good symmetrical pattern results. The total number of 
measures in the first half is 92, ro1d in the latter half, S5 . In this 
second half the Coda is all A material and is one measure longer than the 
first A in this half. i'lithin the halves a similar balance exists . 
In all the slO\v movements certain traits exist '1-rhich are common 
to all of Bruclmer 1 s symphonies. The first is the use of the sectional 
idea. A theme section is developed as long as desired then completely 
stopp ed. The next theme is then ta'lcen up and treated in like manner . 
There is a clear-cut division between all sections. Another ch~acter-
istic is that in each of the theme sections only the material of that 
particular section is used; there is sel dom a~y mixing of material. 
The whole direction of the movement is tmm.rd a climax \'lhich usually 
comes in the section immediately preceeding the coda., the final section 
being used merely t o return to the mood and color of the begi nning of 
the movement. 
c 
Structl~ally, the scherzos are the simplest of any of the movements 
of Bruckner 1 s symphonies. They are all built along exactly the same 
lines, being in the classical scherzo, trio, da capo form as used b;<r 
Beethoven and Schubert. These movements are the only ones in which the 
comnoser '.:tses literal renetition to any degree . In eve1-y symphony except 
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I, IV, and IX there is a da capo after the trio \·lhich means, of course, 
that the third section of the movement is to be exactly the same a s the 
first in every respect. The scherzos of the other three symphonies sho\-T 
some change in the third sections although they are essentially the sarae 
as the first. It is in the orchestration that rrru.ch of the difference 
occurs although there is frequent alteration of the thematic material 
also. Take, for example, the scherzo of the first symphony; in the third 
section both of the A subdivisions are identical with those in t "e first 
section, while the ] subdivision has a fm·r measures which are orchestrat ed 11 
I 
differently. In the fourth symphony the only change is the shortening of I' 
a couule of the sub-sections in the final :pro~t. 
In character these movements are the only ones in ;1hich Bruckner 
keeps both fe et solioly on the ground. There is no trace of the lofty 
ic1ealism or the mysticism of the other movements. In these the Austrian 
folk-sp i r it, so pronoQ~ced in the scherzos of Schubert, is given full 
pla.Y . In the scherzos of Symphonies I through IY Bruckner 1·rrites the 
conventional type of Austrian dance movement. From the fifth symphony on 
there is some experimentation. The opening figtiTes of the scherzo in the 
fi f th ro~e io.entical \-lith those of the preceeding adagio except that they 
are sped up consiclerably and a ne\'1 counter-melod,y is -v.rritten. This is a 
device fe.mi liar in the music of the late sixteenth century, the Tanz and 
1 Nachta.~z. The c:h.ief differences in these later works is more in the 
style than in the forms; themes are treated in a s ome\'rhat lighter manner, 
1 l :He\·llin, op. cit. , p. 91~. 
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the textu.re becomes lighter, and s cell. The Austrian dance spirit is still 
present in all, though, even in the ninth. 
Structurally the movements are built up on but t\'i'O sets of thematic 
material. Generally speaking, the scherzo section, that is, the part as 
far as the trio, is built up chiefly on one motif. This motif, p lus 
derivation from it, is used over a11d over again, the composer 1 s tech..nic 
being to hammer it into the listener 1 s minct. The scherzo of the eighth 
symphony is an excellent exa.i1ll_)le of this tYJ.Je of vri t i ng. The second, or 
B, section of the scherzo is b ased on the s ome A material but this is 
transformed or inverted. In the eighth symphony it is merely inverted. 
~Nnen the A returns again it is nearly a. literal repetition of the opening 
mea.s1..1.Tes. Trios in every case are based on entirely ne\v material generallyj 
I 
of a. some\Jhat more l yrical character. A striking exception to this is 
the theme of the trio in symphony number six which is a. very light playful 
motif, making use of \·ride skips, and is pl ayed by the strings p izzicato . 
~-n1ile the form in t he first or scherzo section is ahr~rs A ] A, that in j l 
the trio me.y 'ra:ry. In the first symphony the trio form is nn as symmetric I 
bina.!'J' a.s is that of the eighth. The otl"Jers ma.y be subdivideo. into small I 
ternary formse 
Once again the sectional or block tJ~e of construction i s used just 
as in the other movements, each section being clearly separated from its 
neigh-bors. As a class these scherzos are the most orthodox of all 
Bruckner's mov-ements . The proport ions of the sections balance up fe.irly 
~Tell thro.ughout. 
---- -- ==-=II===' 
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Of all the movements of Bruckner 1 s sym-phonie s it a!)pa.rently 1v-as the 
finales 1.,rhich gave him the greatest concern. He 1.mo.oub'Gec1ly struggled 
some\·That tvith the problem of the exact f1.mction of the finale end CHIDe 
to the conclusion that it shoulo. have some connection \·dth the ee..rlier 
movements. Bruckner's ideal :MnaJ.e is that which accomplishes the greatest 
s;,rnthesis, but he i'TaS not able to reduce this idecl conception to terms 
of nrMtical form too often. He 'triaS most successful in the fj_fth and 
eighth symphonies. In these works he makes more headi'ra.y \;rith the cyclic 
pr i nciple . . It is rather difficult t o tell just \vh;r he did not c a:rr;r out 
more oft en t he designs used in t he t1oro works mentioned. Perhap s it vras 
due to purely technical problems \·lhich he \·ras not able to solve to his ovm 
satisfaction, but on the other hand it mqy have been the result of his 
r ather hesitant, conservative nature which made him holcl. back on any 
l'adical ideas in fe.ce of the hostile attitude of the Viennese musical 
,.,arlo .• 
Hany of the charac t eristics of the sonata-form first movements a:re 
to be found also in the finales, conseq_t..ently they \·till not be gone over 
again i n cl.et a il. The theme-types have been dealt with; the bl ock-J. i ke 
strtwttu·es, the multiple-theme ] sections, the three-theme sections, the 
usual t~~e of development tec~~ic, all axe found in the finales. OnJ.y 
those aspects \'lhich belong specifically to the last mo·v-ement s \vill be 
discussed here. 
'l'he finales of the symphonies ma,y be o.ivi6.ed into tbree classes 
according to their formal :patterns. First there are those that are in 
-=---
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straight sonata-form, the t"ro unnumbered symphonies and numbers I, VI , and II 
VIII. Four ot:b..ers, numbers III, IV, V, and VII, might be classified e.s lj 
modified sonata-forms, 11hile number II is a. rondo of a rather modified 
type . 
Of those in the first class, the finale of number I is the most 
orthodox and straight-for\·iarcl, having the customary t):l..ree theme exposition 
a'IJ.d recap itulation. ~:he development ma.lces use of the sa.ll1e theme.tic 
material in the exact same order and manner as in the exposition. The 
porportions of the sections are fairly eque~ except that t]:'l.e development 
section here is slightly longer than is 1csual \vith :Bruclmer . Symphonies 
VI end VIII, being more mature \'lOrks, present a more complex picture . In 
number VI, for instance, the exposition is the longest single sectj.on 
ha:ving six thematic subdivisions, four of, ,.,hich are based on }_. materia1 . 1 
The development is ba.sed solely on A and C material and is consid.erably 
shorter than either the exposition or the recalJitulation. This latter 
sect ion again uses the A J3 and C themes, but only the .A2 is used this 
time, and follO\'ling the C the A theme of the firs t movement apy.Jears. 
~'he coda. is built on A3, .A2 and finally 011 Al of the f irst movement to 
encL the ,.,ark. Much more emphasis is placed, therefore, on A material in 
this movement than \'las the CP. se \vith the first symphony. Also, the use 
of the introductory theme of the \'lOrk to close 1'lith gives a cnmpletely 
ro1.mded out com1ection bet'\';een the first and last movements. The 
exposition be~a'llces the reca:pi tulation very 1·1ell (176 measures in the 
1 Al (Heas. 3 ), ll2 (27). A3 (37), .A2 (47). :B (65), and C (129) . 
~~~ 
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former to 173 in the latter, including the coda) but the development 
section is but 68 meas~Tes in length. This ca~ries out a previous state-
ment that :Bruclmer 1 s c:tevelopments are in many cases not real developments 
in the usual sense of t~e t;or·d but merely moo.ulatory extensions of the 
I 
I 
li 
ex:r:;osition. S;ym. VIII :presents a slightly different p icture . ' 'ihere in VI , 
A dominated the exposition, in VIII the balance is a little more equal .l 
The development is again shorter but is nearer the :proportiom'!,te length of 
II 
i! 
II 
:, 
II 
the avcr2~e development section of the first movements. This section 
begins \'lith about t\'l'enty measures of the Al theme of the adagio, and is 
follo\·led by development of C2 and JU end 2 of the finale. Oddly enough, 
in both this and the sixth symphony, the :B th~nes are omitted entirely 
from the developments. The recap itulation is not quite as complex 
thematically as the exposition, and, like the sixth, includes a statement 
of the Al theme of the first movement v1hich in turn is again used at the 
end of the coda. The exposition balances the recapitulation (208 mee.sures 
as against 210) but the coda following the latter is sixty-two measures 
in length, making a section of major proportions. The development is just 
twice this length. Apparently :Bruckner is using the coda here as a final Ill 
summary and synthesis of the \'lark, 2 ma.1dng it of sufficient length so th8.t II 
it stands clearly as a section in itself. I 
1 
2 
-~ (meas. 3), A2 (31), :Bl (70), :B2 (75), :B3 (93), Cl (129), C2 (153), 
and C3 (169). 
In this coda t -he main motif from the scherzo is used in aumentation 
in combination vith the main themes of both the first and last 
movements. 
- ----- !_====-==-=== 
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Several distinctive feattiTes are to be found in the finales of the 
second grot~?, those in modified sonata-form. Number VII is the simplest 
of the group and. is unique i n tha.t it marks the only time that :Bruckner 
reverts to the classical pra.ctice of using a tvro-theme exposition. The 
recapitulation goes one step further and makes use of nothing but the A 
theme. In the coda, h0\'1ever, both the A and. the A of the first movement 
8Xe u sed. It is the shortest finale to be focmd in the later Harks P..nd 
in proportions resembles symphony I; the development is just abo 1t t¥;ice 
the length of either of the ot}l.er tv10 sections. The chief feature of 
symphony III is the use, for the first time b;r :Bruckner, of the opening 
theme of the first movement in the finale. In this case it first appears 
briefly at the beginning of the recapit'l:tlation and later is the basis of 
the coda. The A of the finale is not used in the recapittuation, the 
section proper really starting •ri th the B theme (me as . 333 ). In p ro:_ or-
tions, the l)alance here is more normal, exposition, 192 measures, d.evelop-
ment, l hO, and recapitulation, 165. Number IV is similar to VIII in that 
it has a veT'1J full exposition and development, but uniq_ue in that it has 
a very short reca:-pitclation and coc"La. The latter hro sections have a 
combined length of but sixty-four measures \'lhile the other t";o sections 
have over tv10 hundred each. 
It is the finale of fifth symphony l'lhich deserves the greatest 
consideration of all as it probably comes closer to fulfilling :Bruckner's 
ideas of an ideal finale than does &ny other. It is difficult to under-
stand why he did not folloH this pattern, along general lines at least, 
more frequently. The movement obviously is modeled after the finale of 
II: 53 
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Beethoven 1 s ninth and it probably represents Bruckner 1 s greatest effort 
at combining and reconciling the harmonic and polyphonic styles. Li~e 
the first movement of the sa;ne symphony, it begins \·lith an introduction 
\'Thich copies t he p attern of the Beethoven ninth almost literally. The 
theme of the introduction of the first movement opens this finale and 
eleven measures later a hint of the A of the finale is hearcl. At mea sure 
13 the A of the first movement appears, follm-;ed at 21 b ;c the A of the 
finale once more . 'l\'lo measures later the A of the adagio is hea..rd. Thus, 
lik e Beethoven, he picks up the themes of the previous movements one by 
one only to discard them almost immediately. The exposition begins at 
the tv;enty-ninth measure a..11.d is fairly regular except that \'lhen the C 
theme comes in it appears against the A. The second element of the C 
theme is a chorale . It is the development \'Ihich is the most unusual part 
of this movement. '11his section is a double fugue one hundred hrenty 
me sures in length, on the chorale theme au!d the A theme of the exposition I 
1 
(meas . 221-341). The major part of the contrapuntal ·motion is supplied 
by the t h ematic material based on t he A theme \·thile the solidarity of the 
chorale supplies a definite harmonic feeling thus giving the listener a 
sp lendid effect of the .combination of these · t\V"O forces, the harmonic and 
the contrapuntal. The recapitulation again recalls the A of the first 
movement but does not present the full use of all the regular material 
belonging to the finale that the exposition does . Although it makes use 
1 The use of fugal treatment in the development of sonata-allegro forms 
is not nm·r, hl')t-:ev-cr. Beethoven ma."l{:es use of this device in his late 
\vorks. e.g. Sonata for Pianoforte, op. 101, fourth movement . See 
also Orel, op. cit., p. 94. 
II 
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of nothing out the A t heme and the chorale, and the coda of the A of the 
first movement, in number of meast~es it balances the exposition almost 
exactly, 170 as against 176 for the exposition. 
The one remaining symphony, the s econd, has a finale \1Thich is c ast 
in a rather free r ondo-form. It even shov;s nome v ague relationship with 
the sonata-form. Its pattern presents a some\1hat arbitrary arrangement 
1 
of tlu.·ee t hemes. In counting t he number of me a.sure·s in each section 1ve 
fino_ the result eq_ually incoherent. l;"o consistent pattern presents 
itself~ It is difficult to see just 11he.t Bruckner 1vas searching for in 
this movement . At any rate, he never wrote another finale that resembled 
this one. 
:Bruclmer 1 s finales do not, therefore, constitute a homogeneous group 
as do his first movements . ifuere the first movements may easily be 
discussed as a gro~, the final es must be considered individually. Ue 
can notice, however, that :Bruckner does make some progress in t he over-all 
conception of t he finale. It becomes clearer from one \·tork to another 
that he believes the function of the finale should b e that of a true 
climax to the entire symphony. The nature of the music of the finale 
itself gives this fe eling trrhich is considerably streng-thened. b.- the u se 
in t he coda of t h e main theme of the first movement . Uhile the t \lro 
unnui-nbered syrrrphonies and the first t\'IO of the regullll' series do not meke 
use of this cyclic principle, all the symphonies from the third on end 
l A B A C B Episode A C B A C B A (ep isode) A B A. 
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..-lith strong rettll'ns to the Ol)ening theme of the -.rork . 1 It should be added 
1
1 
I 
that in some ca.ses this return is made oy employing only the rh,yt hm of the 
2 
o"0ening theme, not the complete melod;r. The \·ri nd instruments usually 
thuncter out chordal figures oased on this rhythm lihile the r est of the 
orchestra continues \'lith melodies or figurations llelonging to the last 
movement. In the matter of proportions it seems imnossillle to discover 
any sch eme that appears throughout the symphoni es. A given section m<\Y 
be longer in one or t\·ro cases onl y to become shorter later on e.ll d longer 
again still later. Apparently :Bruckner ';laS counting on a rele.tive 
imp ortance ano_ force of a section musically more than he uas on its 
measured length to give him the desired sense of baJ.ance . 
Bruckner 1 s forms, therefore , \Y'hile sho1dng certain peculiarities of 
their o~rn. are solidly based on the structural principles of the late 
Viennese classicists. Beethoven tmc'l,oubtedly exerted the strongest 
influence on Bruckner i n this matter, and of the \·torks of that master the 
great ninth symphony seems to have been the one in \·Thich :Bruckner took 
the greatest amount of i -nterest. Bruckner's connection iii th the past, 
then, is unmistakable. The 'l'ra:ys in \·lhich he varied the details of the 
syml)honic forms due largely to the nature of his thematic material and 
his contrapuntal treatment sho1·r he vms to take these forms and orient 
them aJ.ong different lines to..,Iard the futtll'e. His interpre·~ation of the 
1 Orel; ou . cit.-· , }Ja 95. 
2 Corrroe.re use of first movement ma.'Gerial in codas of S;rmphonies IV 
ru1d VI I I, for example . 
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syn:9hony \'las to be one of compromise bett·reen the classicism of :Beethoven 
and ne\•;er dramatic idea s of i;fagner. The forms of Beethoven are to be 
treated in a T•Ja.gneria.n manner. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE QUESTION OF EDITIONS 
As i·Tas stated in the introd"L1.Ction, one of the most serious questions 
arising in making a study of Bri.1.clmer 1s s;;,rmnhonies is that of the editions. 
Ci:he published 1-10rks of Bruckner ivere the property of several :publishers 
cuing to certain business transactions i nvolving one company being bou.gl.1.t 
out b~r another. mentua.lly the 1·rork s all became the property of Universal 
Edition, Vienna.. The symphonies i:Jo. 1 through Ho. 8 were all published 
during Bruckner's lifetime. The early "Student Symphony" in f minor, the 
Syruphony in d minor, Ho. 0 , and t h e "Lmfinishecl S;'myhony :r:ro . 9, i·rere not 
published until after Bruckner 1 s death. But one movement , the second, of 
the f minor symphony has been J?Ublished. (Universal Edition, 192l.~ ) 
The controversy began about 1925 when Dr. Orel compared the a.utograph 1 
of the 1Hnth Symphony1 1·li th t he printed version and at once became a1V'are 
of many changes in t h e orchestration. He not only made this fact :mo\'rn I' 
comparisons ,I 
orchestration !I 
I 
but with his colleague, Professor Ha as, begf'..n making similar 
of the other symphonies . In most of the i'/Orks changes in the 
i·Iere found, and i n several of the symphonie s cuts had been made in the 
various movements . The obvious question i·ms, of course, ,.,ho ;.ras responsibl1 
I 
1 The manuscripts of Bruckner 1 s \·mrks are in t he lifational JJibrary, Vienna. 
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for the changes? As some of the c:b...c'l.nges 1·rere not in Bruc!mer 1 s handwriting, 
1·1ho vra.s this third person, and by '"hat right clid h e alter the v10rks? 
Dt~ing Bruckner's years of teaching in Vienna several young musicians 
studied under him 11ho later became leading figures in the musical uorld • 
.Among t l'lese pu:pils 1·1ere the brothers Frru'lz and Josef Schalk and Ferdinand 
.. 1 . Lm·ie. Frenz Schalk and Lcn¥e became -v10rld-renowned conductors.. These 
same men, along with the composer Eugo •:lol:f became extremely ardent 
c hampions of the mu sic of both Bruckner ancl '\'la,gner. In many cases the 
SchaJ. 1~ brothers a.11d Loi.Y e made ce:ttain rec ol7lmenc1atio21S to Bruckner regarding 
his \vorks . Exactly \'/hat proportion of these recommendations \·ras sought by 
Bruckner himself and how much \vas 11 offered11 by his pupils l'le cannot 
det eri.line iii th any degree of acctU~acy. vle do l::now that Bruclmer \'/as not 
p s.rtic".llarly opposed to their suggesttons, atl. d in some cases \'las actually 
2 
enthusiastic over the restlits obtained through them. 
that these men had behind them the experience of practical orchestral 
conductor s -vrhile Bruc_mer had no such ex:perier~ce or training. 
they may have been able to caJ.cu.late resul t ·. ; ? a r more acc1.Lrately than could 
Bruc la1er . In some cases these suggested changes were actually made in the 
manuscript scores by one or another of these men, but , as they later S\·1ore, 
only ,.,i th Bruckner 1 s approval a.'tlct i·ri th his best interests at heart. 
At any rate, when the great controvers:r arose some titenty-o cld years 
1 Dr. Karl Huck , Artur lHkisch, and Gustav Mahl er 1'/ere aJ.so :Bruckner 1 s 
pun ils. 
2 First Vienna performance of the Fi f t h Symphony, for eXBmJ?le. Bruckner 
'\'las very :pleased '"ith the results of exuerimenting with thr- hrass 
chairs. (See Wellesz, on. cit., p . 265 . ) 
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a f ter the com:Doser 1 s death, the Schalk brothers and Loue l•rere immediately 
accuseCl. of mutilating the viOr ks of a great mast er in their attempt s to 
revrunp them along lines more pleasing to themselves. Investigations into 
t he mat t er vrere undertal:en both b;r individuals and by committees. Let ters 
of t he men concerned l'rere sought out and examined, intervie.-;s ':/ere held 
and. verbal testimony t aken. One of t he chief witnesses '"as Ferdi nand 
Loue 1 s vridovl ,.,ho proclucecl letters and gave S\'Torn statements that her 
husb and had never acted contrar7 to the \·lill of :Bruckner ; anything changed 
i n the sc ores or in performance b :r him t>ras done only 'I'Tith the composer 1 s 
auproval. The filP.s of t he nublishers 1·rere thoroug_l-J.ly searched for any 
information that they might contain. The nroof-sheets of the first 
II 
!I 
,, 
editions particularly v1ere sought as t hey might solve the entire riddle. 
llefore t hese s~eets were retUl'ned to t he publisher they would have been II 
::,:: :a~:d ~:~~gn:::~::t:::p::: ::. t::v:t:::: t: o::. ~:p::::: havin~~ 
be en lost or d~scarded when the property of one or another of the :publishersjl 
changed hands. 
The problem is still f ar from b eing solved and the authorities still 
aill1ering to the older editions are about as nuMerous and as competent as 
2 
those 1-1ho condemn them& 
1 
2 
For much of this i nformation, I am i nclebted to Dr.Paul Pisk, of Redlands , 
Uni v., Calif., 1:1ho '\-las a. memb er of one of the investigating commi ttes, andj l 
to Dr . Karl Geiringer, of :Boston Univ., \·1ho '"as living in Vienna during I 
the most turbulent period of t~~ argument . i 
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The lea cLing men attacking t he v alidity of the old editions a.re,of course II 
'Drs .Haas and Orel whose chief 'I'!Orlcs on Eruclmer ar e listed in the biblio- ~ 
gra:9hy. Notes by these men are a1so given in the introductions to the ., 
Urtext scores. Di ka. Nevllin,in this country,in her book Bruc1.::ner, Ma.lller, 1! 
Schoenb e,·g, follo'trs the same line although many statements ar e O])en to 
1 ~~slt~~-~~~aug~~~~s!~!~e~~~ f~nFg1~ht~~~r ~~a=~~v~j ~~l~g~n~~~==l=l=e=s=z=,======l~1========== 
At present there are t'ivo editions of t h e \·JOrks of Bruckner i n 
publication, the older one a..nd a ne1-.r edition based on the manuscripts. In 
the following discussion the term Urtext sie,-nifies the edition based on 
the text of the Bruckner autographs, edited b;v Professors Haas and Orel. 
This edition vras first ·:mbl ished b~· the Musik\-tissenscha.ft Verlag , Vienna, 
and at present by the Brucknerverlag, Hiesbade:m, Germany. The term 
Universal means the first published editions, nm~ the property of Universal :: 
Edition, Vienna. 
The eCI.itions v c-.ry chiefl y in t\!10 ':rays, the orchestration differs 
considerably in some ca.ses, a..nd cuts are made in several movements. These 
I 
I 
changes are to be found in the Universal Edition of the 
1·rith this matter of cuts that i'le -...rill be concerned here 
have some bearing on the formal patter ns of the \vorks . 
symphoni es. It is 11 
as such changes may i 
A careful com:pariso I 
of the t\'10 edit ions yields the follOi'W' ing results e 
'!_1he t\.,ro early unnu.lilbered symphonies ( f minor and d minor) u ere not 
-oublished during Bruclrn.er 1 s lifetime and exist only in the form found in 
the Vienna manuscripts. (Urtexte) 
Sym-ohony Ho. 1 
Both the Linz v ersion of 1865/66 ancl the much later Vienna v ersion 
(1890/91) of this s;,nnphony are given in the Urtext edition. The authen-
ticity of either v ersion is not to be doubted but the latter obviously is 
to be taken i n preference to the former. Bruclrn.er made a complete revision 
of this entire \'lOrk in 11390 revrua:ping vlhole movements. The resulting forms 
na.turally differ at times, but 0\·ling to t he fact tha t the second version 
i'tas the only one Bruckner had published, this \·Till be the only one con-
sidered here. A comparison of Vienna version as :p 1blished in Urte ... t 
6o 
,, 
,, 
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edition i·Iith Universal's edition of the first s;nnj')hony , vle find the t\-10 
identical as regards the form. There are no discrepancies at any point . 
Symphony Ho. 2 
First movement - The tvro editions coincide as far as meastJ.re L~SS. 
At this point an ontional cut of 32 measures (483-520) is indicated in the 
, 
Urtext. _,_ This cut is actually made in the Universal edit ion, the 32 
meo.sures being deleted. After this cut both editions are the sarne as far 
as measur e 566 of the Urte~t . Three additional measures of cadential 
extension a re to be foun d in the Uni~versal edit ion. 
Second movement - Both editions are the same through measure u7. A 
cut is then suggested in the Urtext. (meas . 43-70) and made in Universal. 
The rernainc1er of the movement shOi•TS no change. 
Third movement - Scherzo - The only cha~ge in this section of the 
movement is an added measure in the c a.dence in Universal Edition. The trio 
end the da cano :::•.re iclenticsl in both editions . Ro,.,rever, t he ti·ro- measure 
G. P . at the 1; eginning of the Coda i n the Universal Edition cloes not a:ouear 
in the Urtext. 
Finale . - This movement shOi•TS several differences . Both editions 
coincide through measures 387. A cut of measures 333-513 is suggested but 
not made L""l t he Fniversal Edition; no s uch i ndication a:p:pears i n the Urtext . 
HO\•rever , tvm cuts are inc1icated further along in the Urt ext, one of t vienty-
ti:l...re e measures a t measure 5lfO and a second one of sixty-one measur r:; s at · 589 . 
1 ~!'his cut as v1ell as others an,.earing in the 
t.m.doubtedly Bruc1'::ner 1 s 01.m recc;>Il1"1lendations. 
T_T:rt r:~;:t, editions are 
----
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:Both of these cuts are made in the Universal Edit ion~ Thus in the Urtext 
the movement is eighty-fm .. l.I' meas·ures longer, 697 measures as agains t 613 . 
Sym-phony No. h. 
He i ther the first nor tl1..e second movements of this S;}'111:;>hony sho\oJS 
any chenge in the form. 
Third movement - The opening schero;;o is the same in both editions 
except that the Urtext is four measures longer, (259 as against 255) the 
extra. meastU'es being in the final c adence of the section. The trio shO\·rs 
no discrepanc i es . irlith the rettl.I'n to t he scherzo, ho\'rever, changes a:ppea.r . 
In the Urte:-:t there is a da ca-po indication at the end of the trio but in 
the ·· niversal Edition the scherzo is again vrritten out. This time it is 
identical \'lith the opening scherzo only as far as measure 26. Heasures 
27-92 are no~r omitted. n o further change ap!?ears until the final cadence 
t·lhich is noi'r shortened by t\·To measures. 
Fourth movement - Bruckner \vrote t i'lO finale s to his fourth symphony. 
'~he orie;inal one of 1878 vras replaced by another t\-10 years later. This 
secona_ version is, of course, to be preferred to that of 1878 . The t\'ro 
are o.uite different bo'G h thematically anct i n length, the second being 
ne arly one hundred measures shorter. Eoth finales are published in the 
7_~rt ext score. 
The finale publishe d in the Universal Edition is an aiteration of the 
18SO movement mentioned a"bove . Com7Ja.ri11g these ti·ro 1ve find them identical 
tl1...rough measure 382. Heasures 383 throw'· 1.130 of the TJrtext are cut out 
in the TTniYersal E(Ht ion, the rE'S'.tlttng gap being bridged by t1·mlve neu 
measures 1·1hich do not appear in the Urt ext at all. The remainder of the 
movement sho1-.r s no differences e 
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Symphony Eo . 5 
As in the fourth sym~9hony, the f irst t1·10 movements of the fifth are 
identical in both ed.itions . In the third. movement, ho1;1ever, t here i s one 
significa..'l1.t change. The de. ~ direction 2t the end of the trio in tr1e 
Urtext requires that the entire three hundred eighty-fhre measures of the 
scherz o be re-played. In t he UniV'crsal Edition the direction reads Scherzo 
de, cano dal segno. In follo1·Ting this di rection the first two huncll·ed 
fort ;r-five measures of the scherzo section are cut out completely. (140 
measures as against 385) 
FineJ.e - The a.ifferences bet1·reen the tv10 editions in this movement 
are considerable . In the introduction me8,sures 13 and l l~. of the Urtext 
are omitted. in the Universal Edition. Frorn here on there is no further 
change until measure 271 of the Urtext. Here 2 cut to measnre 374 is 
indice.tecl but the indication does not appear in the Universal Edition. 
Again there are no differences through measure 321 of the Urtext . Hea.suren 
322-353 of the critical edition are omitted in the old.er edit5.on and. hro 
nevi measures (Universal 320-321) a.re inserteo.. Then measure 3~')4 of the 
Urtext equals 322 Universal. The follmving nineteen measures are the same 
in both CO")ies but the next eit;hty-five measu.res of the Urtex t (37 l.!--459) 
a.re omitted in Univ ccrsaL Thus whe:ri the reccni tulation is reached, measure 
l.~60 of the Urtext equals 31+2 of Universal. I,.o f t1.rther change taJ:es p lace 
tmtil the end of the movement ~1here four meast1res of the final cadence a.re 
cut out in the Universal Edition. 
Symnhony 11o . 6 
This symphony is the only one of the nine \1hich was published in its 
original form, consequently both ecli t i ons are the same. IL c==~~-=-~~-======~=-=--================================~~,r 
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Symnhony No. 7 
A comparison of the t,,;o editions of this symphony sho;.iS them to be 
ident ical as far as the form and number of mee.sures are concerned. 
Sym-ohony No . 9 
The only change in this symphony comes at the end of the scherzo 
section of the t hird movement . J3oth editions are the same to measure 
243, but from here there are four measures to the end of the section in 
the Urtext while in the Universal Edition there m·e but three . I n the 
Urte:d thel'e is a da ca-po direction at the end of the trio. This does not 
appeal' in the Universal Edition, the section being r ewritten mling to 
chclllges in the orchestration. 
The third and first movements show no discrep ancies at all in the 
number of measures. 
Urt e~t Editions are not available as yet for the third and eighth 
,I 
i 
symnhon i e j 
. I Thus no c omparison can lJ e made in the case of these t\'TO 1vorks. 
After noting all the c hanges made in these scores the next step is 
to try to determine t h e effect of this editing on the stru~tural p at terns 
of the s;v-mphonies. A great deal has b e en made of this matter from time to 
time , so much so that one i s occas ionally apt to get the impression that 
t he s ;ymphonies have been mut ilated in a rather wanton me..nner . 1 This is 
not the true :. icture , hovJever. Symphoni es I, VI, and VII are i dent iceJ. in 
1 See, for example, Newlin, op. cit. 
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both edition s, \vhile IX differs by but one measure. Thus four of the nine 
sym~Jhonies are automa.tically taken out of the argument a.t once. 'lhat of 
the others? 
In the second. symphony the cuts in the first , second, and fourth 
movements vThich are suggested in the Urtext, are made in the Universal 
, Edition. Bruckner, therefore, is himself responsible for these ~1ts. 
The scherzo of the fourth symphony has measures 27-92 of the A theme , 
section deleted in the da ca~oe The result here is a restatement of t he 
A theme follo'\'Ting the trio but in shortened form. In recap itulation sec-
tions of many older \·toTks the theme sections are frequently shaTter than 
in the expositions and. tTansition material is often left out altogetheT. 
I 
Such is the effect in this movement~ Furthermore, theTe is a long restate- i 
ment of A follouing the second theme secticn. Shortening the first a!J:pear- 1 
ance \·tould tend to em!Jhasize the climactic effect of the full final state-
ment. A similar instance occurs in the final movement. itlhile the omission 
I 
of the main theme (meas. 382ff.) :ma.Y violate the :PUrely formal scheme of I 
the s~ohony, the architectt~a~ effect is greatly improved. The main 
theme had been stated fully just previous to this cut. 
I· 
I 
In the fifth symphony t:b..ere is a long cut in the da capo of the 
scherzo. This cut eliminates the entire restatements of both the A and B 
theme sections . The resnl t is a short ret1:<rn a.fter the trio, the section 
beginning with the A theme but the B theme ~:pearing almost imediately 
and both then :progressing simultaneously. The result here again is the 
creating of a summation effect, contra..ry, no donbt, to the classical 
I 
I 
i 
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T1.1o cuts are ms..d.e in the final mov ement, both comi ng in the devel op- 1. 
ment sect i on. The first (meas . 322 ff.) shartens the :fugux by some thirty I 
measures , \othile the second (meas . 374 :f:f .. ) takes out the entire develop-
ment o:f the ] theme, g5 measn2•es. This ] development has no connection 
with the main section o:f the development. the double :fugue, and its 
omission actually strength ens the \·rork. The :fugue then reaches it s conclu-
sion and climax at the point t-rhere the recapitulation begins . In the 
Urtext there is an indicated cut which, if made, would be :far more ds.maging 
to the ,.,.hol e movement t han the tt-:o cuts made in the Universal score. Here 
the bulk of the entire double :fugue , one of the most impressive sections 
of the symphony, \'rould be omi t t ed while keeping the relatively 1.m.im:9ortant 
section devel oping the :B theme. As :far as the balance o:f the sect i ons is 
conc erned, i f no cuts are made the development is considerably longer than 
either the exposit i on or recapitulation; wi th the deletions it is shorter 
than the other sections . Thus these cuts are not really as detrimental 
to the over-all plsn and ef fect of the \'lork as they m~ seem at :first. 
o:f :Bruckner I 
approach 1
1 
As has been shown, certai n o:f the cuts made i n the scores 
do alter the bD.lance and detail of the symphonic forms. If l'le 
this probl em :from the sta.nclpoint of the classical :forms "'e are almost su:re 
to arrive at the conclusion that this cutting is very detrimental to the 
I 
I 
works as a vrhole~ But after all, \'las :Bruckner particularly set on adhering ·; 
to the strict letter of the la\·! regarding these classical forms? Did he l 
originally plan on preserving them just as he had inherited t hem from his 
'\'rhile that coJir!)oser used the idea of the sym"?honic development o:f :Beethoven, I l predecessors? Eruclmer \oJas heavily under the influence of \iagner, and 
he made no attempt \'lhatever to carry the forms of Beethoven into his mus ic 
drame.s. Nevertheless it is generally agreecl that the i'lagnerian mns ical 
structtiTe has a certain logic in its design t~~t is quite satisfactory 
from the artistic :point of vie'" · This is due to the fact tbat Ta.gner deals 
\'lith structures and designs larger and more massive than can be contained 
\·Ii thin certain closed forms. He creates musical architecture . :Bruckner, 
in his symphonies, also deals with these huge masses and the design here 
is like\vise of an architectural nature. Dr. :::i::gon 'iellesz points this out 
very clearly and his conclusion seems to b e quite logical. 
11 I f one ap:proa.ches :Bruckner f r nm the lJOint of vieH of musical 
architecture--which does not al\·rays necessarily coincicle with 
the symphonic scheme--one \·rill be able to observe, from an 
analysis of his \'lOrks, that in every movement he reaches 
several climaxes, round 't'thich all the rest is grouped. Not 
from the manipulaticn of the themes are these summits achieved, 
as in the classical syrn'Dhony, but the theme in its full :po\-:er 
is revealed for the first time when these summits are reached, 
as the thought w·hich is the goal of the development. The 
arrival at such a summit does not ahtays foll0\1 a single U!Mard 
surge, but more often comes after several shorter passages . 
i·lhen , therefore, it a :9:peareo. that an intermediate clilna.-c \'leekened 
t he effect of the main theme, it \'las verv often decidecl to make 
an heroic cut. 'vith such a cut the scheme of the symphonic form 
might well be damaged, but the total effect heightened. From 
the peculiarity, just described, in :Brttckner 1 s architecture , it 
i s clear that passages could be deleted without the composer's 
ma~ing intolerable concessionse If we--to em~loy a parallel 
easily comprehensible--may compare a classical symphony to a 
Greek temple, \'le may also compare the constructive l)la.n of a 
:Bruckner symphony to a Gothic cathedral. In the first pair 
juxta~osed one can think of no alteration that would not disturb 
the essential form. In the second, the form is co~osed of m~~ 
single parts, and the totaJ. effect remains practically undisturbed 
even though little changes are made in the composition of the 
parts'! 1 
1 i'!ellesz, Egan, op. cit., p . 284-285. 
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w·e knO\'l for a fact that Bruckner t·ra.s forever revising his w·orks, 
al\'tays seeking to improve them. The ardent follo\'rers of :Bruckner uho have 
been condemned for mutilating their master's symphonies solemnly vo,red. that 
they did nothing against the t·rill or wishes of Bruckner, that any changes 
they made or recommended were made only with his approval and in the best 
interests of the \'rorks themselves. Not-rh<ere do we find any evidence of 
Bruckner 1 s having voiced an objection against the edited versions of his 
com:r:>ositions. In the case of the fourth sym:phon;r, as stated previously, 
the cut in the last movement actually improves and stren6"thens the over-;lll 
I effect. I Since Bruckner himself had bea.rd this version of the symphony 
I 
II 
II I 
I 
' 
I 
. I 
sevcro.l ti.'lles , \·r.l.thout remonstrance, \-te must conclude tmt he had realized 
t~~t the deletion was necessarJ or advisable~ ~1is is not to imply in 
the least that Bruckner \"/as a \'leak-t·rilled individual tiho \'13.S readily 
influenced by anyone History is fuJ.l of cases i n which a composer \'rould 
seek or accept advice regarding his com~ositions . To quote I·Tellesz again. 
II 
The nameless boy , favorec1 by no external circumstances , sets 
himr. elf a goal--he \'Till be a teacher. He achieves it. Now 
he ~ill be a mttsic tee~her besides. This also he achieves. 
No\'r he \dU be a teacher of higher forms; he succeeds. Then 
organists: again he succeeds. !To\'1 he \·Tills to be a composer; 
he feels in himself the strength to achieve the highest. He 
succeeds in remodling his life on a tote~ly net'l basis; and in 
the snhere of art he mounts fro;n t>To rk to \'lork until in the 
Adagio of the 11inth Sym:phony he reaches classical greatness and 
:perfection~ 
Can one, in the light of such a develo~ment , support the 
legend tthicb. says that Bruckner \'las like a child and accommodated 
himself to the w·ill of every strcnger? It seems not'~ 1 
1 'I·Tellesz , on. cit., :r?• 269 • 
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The authenticity of the original manuscripts is not to be doubted 
for a moment , but it i s :possible to :put too much emphasis on these . They 
are, after all , only the original manuscripts and not the final proofs 
, for publicat :i.ons . T'.ae missing proof sheets might ans,>~er many questions 
lJUt t hey undoubtedly are lost forever . i·l.hether the changes \·tere made by 
Brttckner personally or not seems of minor consequence; the fact that he 
did not repudiate these alterations or suggestions is sufficient. Until 
more concrete and conclusive evidence is discovered it seems as though \·re 
shou~d accept the older published versions as :Bruckner's final '\·till. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUlv!MA.R': Ali!'D CONCLUSI ONS 
The problem was to determine the characterist ics of the style of 
l!.:nton Bruckner and to place him in his proper h:i.storical position in the 
development of the nineteenth century iTiennese syrn}?hony. A com}!oser reared 
under highly conserYative conditions trained by rigid :pedantic teachers, 
and living most of his life in the most reactionary city of the w·estern 
world , Bruckner turned out symphonic master:!:lieces th.<:tt l·Tere to set the 
nath for the less tr~dition-bound composers of the lat e nineteenth and 
the twentieth centuries. 
II 
1l:n analysis of his symphonic works shm•:s a number of characteristics 
Hi s £irst movements make use of no form other /1 peculiar to his \'Tork alonee 
I
I, than the sonata- form . I n them he uses three- theme expositions and reea]>it~J 
l ations, t·Thich is an extension of a principle found in Beethoven ~ 1 The 
f orms of the scherzos are all regular , each being in the customary scherzo 
form. In the slo\'T movements some variance is £ound but the form most used 
i s the ronclo ,.,ith variations .. The finales have greatly varyi ng forms , 
nearly all being modifications of the sonata-form . The thematic material 
used in these •~orks is largely the short \'lagnerian motif-type rather than 
the l ong melody com- ~lete in itself . It is entirely of instru.mentaJ. origin. 
1 Beethoven 1 s use of inde:1endent thematic materi al in t he closing 
of his sonata-forms is the precedent for Bruckner's structure . 
__ L__ ---------
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In developments this material is handled some't'lhat in the i'Tagnerian fashion , 
more repeated than actually developed. The themes frequently undergo con-
s iderable transformation. One of the major characteristics of Brucb~er 1 s 
symlJhonies is their block-like method of construction. Inst ead of inter-
lacing his melodic materiaJ. as does ~lagner or J3rahms, he prefers to use 
one or two themes exclusively for a while then completely disca1•d them 
and take up some ne\'r material which is tben treated in exactly ·the same 
manner. 
The question of the editions of :Bruckner 1 s \V'orks ~d the differences 
bet'llreen them, is nearly im:ooss ible to solve conclusively olV'ing to lack of 
convincing evidence. Structurally, arguments may b e adva.ncedin support 
of either edition. Taking into consideration the fact that J3rucl~er 
hef'Xd performances of the 11 edited11 versions l'li thout voicing any objection 
can lead only to the conclusion that he w·as content to let them pass as 
his final version. 
The Viennese musical 'toJ'Orldt used to the mo_sic of the Classical com-
posers, condemned :Bruckner as a radical but it is questionable whether he 
really was or not. A strong element of classical restraint is visible 
throughout his \•rork even in the midst of his most i'Tagneria.n movements. If 
:Bruckner \'tere rea~ly the radiccl he ";as claimed to be , '\'Thy did he base his 
•·;ork so heavily on the symphonic principles of :Beethoven and Schubert 
instead of leavine the classical circle altogether and throwing in his lot 
l·ri th Liszt and :Berlioz? The logical anst-rer is that he cou.ld not, owing 
:partly to his ol'm nature and partly to his origins and training. :Bruckner 
was ahrays a good patriotic Catholic Austrian, good enough, in fact, to 
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'·tarrant being appointed a teacher in the t'l.-ro strongholds of Austrian 
musicaJ. conservatism, the conservatory and the university. In examining 
his '\'rorks we find so many connections bet\-reen them and the uorks of the 
Viennese classicists that his relation to them is easily established. The 
influence of his predecessors on him \'Tas strong enough, but his :L"lfluence 
on his successors '·Jas probably even stronger. 1-!a.bler certainly O\'lecl. much 
to him, and even Schonberg is not free from his influence. Bruckner took 
the classical Symphony as it had left the hands of :Beethoven and Schubert 
and imparted to it a ne\'1 life and a ne\'r meaning through the force of his I 
. . . I 
O\'m. personality and idealism. Brahms had continued the conservative as:pects /i 
of the classical symohony and at h i s death the end of that road \'tas reached.!! 
:Beyond Brahms there was nothing. :Bruckner starting from the same place set 
out along more daring p aths and thereby opened up an avenue for future 
composers to travel. He did little that \'las r adically nel'r , but took ideas 
he sa\'r in the w·orks of his predecesso rs and expanded them, adding something 
from the more advanced German school, thus reorienting t:be entire concept 
of ·the symphony. Thus :Bruckner 1 s final place is bet\'leen Schubert and 
Mahler. The romanticism of the f ormer is continued in him, and it is his 
rnwstic romanticism l'nlich :paves the w~ for the highly comnlex personal 
expressions of Mahler at the close of the century. 
I 
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.AHENDIX 
HISTORICJ\.L DATA O~T BRUCirn:EJR SYHPHONIES 
Sym-phony in F minor: (also knO\ro as the 11 Student Symphony11 ). Composition 
of this \'rork was begun on Febrmu-y 15, 1S63. The andante was finished on 
April 10, 1863. The scherzo \tas composed between April 11-13, and the 
entire SYlJl!'hony finished on !cfi:\Y 16, 1863.1 This symphony, Bruckner's 
first \·rork in that form, \•Tas l·rritten during his Linz :per iod l'lhile he ,.,as 
studying under Otto Kitzler" Only the andante has been published, and 
that movement not until some ye2.rs after Bn1ckner 1 s death. (Published by ~~ 
The \'rork \va s performed, hO\':I'ever, by Franz Universal-Edition , Vienna). 
11oissl and the Elosterneuberg Orchestra in :Klosterneuberg on March 18, 1923.1 
Symphony in D minor, Uo. 0: There are various dates entered at the begin-
ning and end of the var i ous movements of this symphony indicating the perio 
of composition~ I t appears certain that the entire l'rork was composed 
behreen Jarrae.ry 2L~ , and September 12, 1869, partly at Linz and partly in 
Vienna. August GOllerich, a pUl?il of Bruckner, claims that the symphony 
is older than this, dating back to 1863/4, but Josef i1oss disagrees both 
on the b asis of the ms. dates and on the style of the l'lork \'rhich certainly 
is different and more mature than that of the so-called 11 school sym:phony11 
2 
in F minor, composed in 1863. 1-ta:x: Auer also gives the 1869 elate) 
1 Kurth, ~., :Bruckner, V. 2, P• 1103. 
2 Woss , J., in Intra. to V. Ph. Ed. Pocket Score. 
3 Auer, Ha.x, A.B., P• l.J·l5~ 
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If we accept this la:ter dat e, the symphony would then come chronologically 
bet1'1een the first and second of the n i ne regular symphoni es. Bruckner 
himself' annulled the symphony in 1895. The l'rork t'las not published until 
1924; neither did it receive a performance "Lmtil the same yeax . The 
third and fourth movements t'lere played for the first time on 2·1ay 17, 1924 , 
by the Klosterneuberg Philharmonic Orchestra, end on October 12 the entire 
w·ork was first performed by the same organizatton. 
Symnhon:v No. 1, C minor : Bruckner began 'rork on this symphony early in 
1 365. 't'lhen he t·rent to Hunich to attend the first performance of 11 Tristan11 
(June 10) he took the manuscript with him. i'Thile there the scherzo \"ras 
completed and cf'ter the 11 Tristan 11 perf ormance the finale was begun. After 
:Bruckner returned to Linz he set to "t"TOrk on the adagj_o , completing it and 
theTetvi th the entire \'lork on .t\pril 14, 1366. During 1890/91 the wor k 
tms revised. 
The first 2Je rforma.nce \'las on May 9, 1868 at the Redout en Sa.al , Linz , 
by the orchestra of the local theater augmented by members of a military 
band. The composer conducted. Although applauded by the a11dience, the 
crit ics found fault t·lith it and did not understand Bruckner ' s idiom. 
:Bru.ckner , by nature apprehensive, thought the work misunderstood by both 
public and critics and fell into a period of deep depressi ')n even requir-
ing him to undergo treatment for his nerves. The first important p e r -
formance in Vienna was on December 13, 1891, under Hans Richter on the 
occasion of BruCkner being awarded an honorary doctorate by the University 
of Vienna~ 
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~nhony No . 2, C minor: (Dedicated to Franz Liszt) 
i'lhile still in London, follo'\'ring his Albert Hal organroncert, 
:Bruckner began composing the finale of his second symphony on August 10 , 
1871 but did not finish the movement until July 26, 1872. In the meantime 
the first movement \oras l'rritten betueen October 11, 1871 and July 8 , 1872; 
the adagio July 18-25, and the scherzo July 16- 18, 1872. The entire wcrk 
was revised, shortened, and the orchestration altered during 1877/S and 
was further revised during the 1 80 1s. The cut i ndicated in the last 
1. ovement is of a later date and is the result of adverse criticism. 
Shortly after the SynlJ.)hony \·ras finished it \'ras submitted. to the 
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted at the time by Otto Dessoff but 
was rejected as being im]Jlayable.. It dicl, hm.,ever , receive a successf;:Q 
performance by the same orchestra conducted by the composer on October 26 , 
1 873, at the close of the Vienna Expositj_on . Bruckner also appeared as 
orga~ist at the same concert. 
S;ynrphony No. 3, D minor: (Dedicated to Richard \vagner) 
':!:he manuscript of the third sympho11y contains no date indicating 
when the work \·ras begt.m, but it probably l·ras started in 1872 . ~he draft of 
the first movement \"las completed on February 23 of that year , and. the score 
of the movement \•ras finished. on July 16 ; betvreen Februaxy 23 and May 24 
the adagio vve.s composed and its orchestrati0n com:plete c!_ at Vienna, Harch 11 , 
l873. The manuscript score of the scherzo has the following remark at 
the beginning, 11Vienna, March 11 , 1873 .. 11 Composition of the finale \'las 
completed August 31 at Mari onbad (Bohemia) and the scoring on December 29 , 
1873. During 1876/77 and again in 1 S89 Bruckner revised the symphony~ 
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I The first version of the sym:ohony contained several quotations from 
il 
W'agner \-rhich Auer interprets as :Bruckner 1 s naive hommage to the Master . 1 
Later versions of the \·JOrk did a\'lay with the i'la.gn.er themes except the 
one j_n the adagio (209-211 ) reminiscent of' the slumber motif' from 11 Die 
i'lalkure .. 11 
Bruckner \vent to Bayreuth to ask 1'l'agner if he \'.rould accept the dedi-
cation of the \<Tork . The meeting res1.1lted in a rather amusing incident in 
uhich Bruckner , after drinking too m1.'!.ch beer "i"rl th i•Tagner , couldn 1 t remember 1 
2 . I 
which symphony the 1-Iaster preferred to have dedicated to him. _ 
The first ~erf'ormance of' the symphony (second version) took p lace 
i Vienna on Decemb er 16, 1877 , by the Philharmonic Orchestra under the 
direction of the composer. The performance \·ra.s a complete failure, for 
both the press and ~ublic disliked the symphony. Fe\·t of those present 
1-rere able to follo'\'T :Bruckner a long his ne\'l :pa.th or to understand him. 
1Teverthel ess , RS,ttig, the Vi ennese publisher , liked the \tork and 
co'L"!l'S.geously publ ished the score, pa.rts, and piano arrangement) 
Symnho~y No . 4, E-flsx major: (Dedicat ed to Prince Constantine Hohenlohe) 
Bruckner draftee!_ tbe first movement of his fom·th sym:9hony \'rhile 
st ill working on his third. On Januro·y 2, 1874, the f i rst movement ,.tas 
completed, and the second \tra.s written bet\t!een April 10 and July 7. 
J3et't>reen June 13 and July 25 the first scherzo \'ias written and on Jttly 30 
1 Auer , on . cit., p ~ 136. 
2 This anecdote is related in detail in Auer, op. cit., p. 137 ff' ~ 
3 i'loss , in V. Ph. Ed~ Score, intro. 
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t he finale ltas begun . The last movement \tas f i nished at St . Florian on 
Augt:t.st 31 . The orchestration of the entire \'tork , in its first version, 
uas completed on Uovember 22, 1874 , at Vienna.. In 1878 and 1880 the 
symphony \·ras completel y revi sed and the original scherzo r8J.')laced by a 
ne\'T one . The score of the ne'l': version tr;as finisheo. J une 5, lSSO. 
The first three movements of the symphony were played on two 
occ asions at private audi tions by an orchestra of Conservatory students 
under Bruckner . Fol lO\'Ting these heari ngs the orchestration '"as again 
revised, in 1hich form it l>Tas printed. On Februa.ry 20 , 1881 , the first 
-uolic ~erformance took place at a Charity concert under Richter given at 
the Grosser Musikvereins-Sall in Vie:nna. This performance \'las a great 
personeJ. triumph for Bru.ckner , \>Tho '~:Tas in the aud:i.ence , and even the 
chronically hostile Viennese press could not su:9press it . 
Sympho&r No. 5, B-fl at major : 
The adagio l'laS the first movement of this symphony to be \'Tritten; 
it ,.;as begun on February 14 , 1875. Follm\'ting this mo,rement the scherzo 
was commenced on April 16 , and the finale on Ma;v 10 . The first movement 
we.s composed le.st , being started on Harch 3, 1876 ~ It v.ras not 1.mtil 
August 9, H577 , that the entire symphony ·ras completed and it was then 
ft.trther revised and altered in uqs. The symphony l'las not performecl tmtil 
sixteen ye2..rs later, not 1.mtil after the s1..1.ccessful p erformances of both 
the seventh symphony and the Te Dewn. Franz Schalk conducted the first 
performance of the fifth at Graz , April :5 , 1S9h , v1ith sensv.t 'ional success. 
I :Bruckner \·iaS not at the performance , in fact , he never heard the work in 
In s:pite of the success of the :premier, no l ater performance 
l_ 
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is recorded tmtil Ferdinand Lol're performed it at Vienna \'lith the Kaim 
Orchestra, from 1':1tulich in March, 1898, a year and a half after Bruckner 1 s 
death. After that the sym!Jhony began to be successful . Bruckner 1 s 
contemporaries found the liork incomprehensi 1Jle ; his enemies found it 
obtruse, le.cking in form, and un})1ayable due to the great technical 
dif fic1..1l ties. 
Symphony !ITo • 6 : 
Upon returning to 'V;ienna after his s1..unmer vacation (1879), Bruckner 
began the composition of his sixth symphony . This symphony was not com-
pleted for two years, h~1ever, the first movement being finished September 
27, 1880, the adagio on November 22; the scherzo begun December 17, 1880, 
wa.s finished on January 17, 11.~81. The draft of the finale l·re.s completed 
on June 28, and the entire score finished September 3, lSSl. The sixth 
is the only one of Bruckner 1 s symphonies \"Ihich \"Tas not revised at some 
later dexe; it retained its ~iginal form. 
Bruckner never heard the first and last movements of the sixty 
symphony. i'lilhelm Jahn, provisional condnctol• of the Vienna Philhamonic 
Orchestra, performed the adagio and scherzo February 11, 1883. Mahler 
performed the entire \'rork-,dth-cuts on February 26, 1899. The first 
uncut performance was on December 13, 1901, by the Vienna Konzertverein 
Orchestra under Gollerich. 
Sympho~y No~ 7, E major: 
The first movement of this symphony \'tas begt.:U"1. on Sept ember 23 , 1 381 • 
and not finished vntil December 29, 18S2. In the midst of working on this 
movement, hol'rever, Bruckner -vtrote the scherzo (July 14-0ctober 16, 1882). 
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About a month after finishing the first movement \"rork '\'tas commenced on 
the adagio, January 22, 1883, ancl the movement fini shed April 21. The 
finale, and with the shole symphony, was completed in September, 1883. 
On December 30, lSBLI-, the seventh symphony received its first 
:perfor mance at Leipzig under .Artux N'ikisch. The performance \'tas tremen-
dously successful , and this initial success \ias enough to \1Tarra.nt :perform-
a.nces in many other citie s. :By 1886 it had been performed in Graz , 
Cologne, .Amsterde.m , Vienna, Ne\17 York , and Chicago. The die-r..ard anti-
:Bruck!ter critics in Vienna, nevertheles s , continued their tirade against 
the composer. In other places, ho,vever, the symphony proved to be the 
most successful :Bruckner had yet t1ritten. 
Symphony No . 8 , C minor: (Dedicated to Emperor Franz Josef I) 
As far back as the suinmer of l SSll- :Bruckner \"Ta.s formulating plans 
for his eighth symphony. The draft of the first movement was completed 
on October 1, 1884, and that of t he adagio on February 1 6 , 1885. The 
remaining movements ,.,rere \'l'ritten during 1885; the scherzo being completed 
on July 23, the trio on Aug. 25 , and the finale being \•rritten bet\-Teen 
July 9 and August 16. The last :page bears the inscription , 11 Steyr, 
Stadtpfa.rrhof, 16. August, 1885. A. :Bruckner.. Hallelujal 11 During 
the years 1 G86/S7 and 1 '089/90 , and again in 1891 the symphony \'las 
thorot~hly revised and rearranged. nn·ing 1889 the trio of the scherzo 
\'ra,s vlithdra\m and replaced by an entirely nS\'1 one . 
The firs t performance of the \·tork took place at the Grosser 
Musikvereins SaAJ., Vienna, on December 18, 1892, by the Philharmonic 
Orchestra under F...ans Richter . I t '·ras an excellent l)erformance and the 
II 
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symphon;<r \tm.s enthusiastically received. Bruclmer \'ras obliged to 
a~perr many times during the ovati on~ The critics praised the work, 
except for the same few anti-:Brucknerites \·rho stuc..~ by their guns 
and damned the symphony" 
Emperor Franz Josef , to uhom the \'tork i a dedicated, honored 
Bruckner for it and defrayed the cost of ~ublication. 
Symphony Uo & 9, D minor: 
The d:raft of the ninth symphony dates from the spring of 1889~ 
TJ:'I..e orchestrat i on of the first movement \·ras done bettieen April 1891 
and October 1~- . 1892. 
I II 
On February 15, 1S94, the sche zo l'<'as completed, ,' 
although the trio of the movement !',ad been finished a yea:r earlier , 
Februru:"y 27, 1893 . (This trio replaceo. an earlier one \vhich contained 1
1 
a viola solo.) The adagi o '\'laS finished on October 31, 1894.. Bruckner 
was still working on the finale on the ~' of his death, October 11, 
1896. There \·te.s to have been a great fugue in th s last movement, and 
it u a s on the fugue it s elf tbat the composer 't'ras working at his 
death. Extensive sket ches of tJ:'i£ movement remain~1 
Bruckner stated that if he should die before completing the finde, 
the 11 Te Deum11 should be used in })lace of the fourth movement at the 
first p erformance. He bad planned composing a rather l ong interlude 
connecting the adagt o of the symphony trlth the 11 Te Deu.m11 but even this 
never got beyond tl~ sketch stage. Ferdinand Lowe , in his preface to 
the piano arrangement of the score, \VTites: 11 Fidelity tow2rds the 
intentions of the composer prompted the promoters of the first 
1 Published in the Urte.."Ct Edition (ed. by Haas and Orel). 
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performance to close it with the 11 Te Deum. 11 It ~1ould seem per f ectly 
justified, ho\;rever, to omit the latter, especi ally since the ninth, 
i n its present form, may well be regarded as a work compl ete in 
itself. 111 Low·e 1 s suggestion has since b een accepted generally and 
perf ormances of the ninth symphony close \r.lth trm adagi o movement~ 
The first ~erforma~ce of the symphony took place at a concert 
of the Wi ener Konzert Verein under Lowe on February 11, 1903 . It 
\'ras highly successful and the the audience was indescribable. 
1 1·Toss, J e; in introducti on to V . Ph. Ed. Pocket Score. 
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J3 I BLIOGRAPEY 
'l:'he foree:o i ng t hesis i s based a l most entirely on an 
e..nal . rs is of the scores of the s ymphonies of ruckner . 
The scores used ¥ere 
1 . Those in the critic al (Ux·text) edition : Svmnhoni es 
'-' ~ 
I, II, IV, V, VI, VII , I X, ed ited by Professors 
Robert Haas and Al fred Orel of the University of 
Vi enna i n t he i nterest of the . eutsch e Bruckner-
Gesellschaft . Thes e were first publis hed by the 
:r·:usibl.rissenscha:ft Verla£ .. , Vi enna, and_ l ater by t he 
Brucknerve rlag , Wi esbaden, 1 934/ 4 • 
2 . The older editions of all the symphonies from }Jo . G 
to l'l o . 9 , first published by --· Gutmann, l ater 
becomin£'· the property of Universal Ed i tion, b oth of 
Vienna , 1277 I 1 924 . 
P. . The fo l lovJing secondary works V·'er e consulted : 
_t~,rt z , F . B . , Reaction .§Tid i:?.evolutlilon , N . Y., 19:3~ . 
_ uer , r ax , Br uckner , Zu r ich, 1923 . 
::::Jlf?el, Gabri el, The Life of fmton Bruckner , N. Y . , 1 931 . 
Eaas, -qobert , 
_ ,. . 
uaszl, Oskar , 
-~nton Bruckner , Potsdam, 1 934 . 
The Dissolut ion of' _the Habsburr; lkonarchv , 
Chic ago , 1 9 29 . 
Kurth , ~rnst, Bruckner , 2 vols ., Berlin , 1925 . 
L ,. p l ang , au_ , Lu sic i n V!estern Ci vilizat:i.on, l'T . Y . , 1 941. , 
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Yachabey, Arr:Jand , A..1.J.t on Bruc kne-r , §..§.Vie et ses Oeuvres , 
Paris, 1945. 
J:\: e'l!lin, Dika, Bru.ckner,_ r.:·ahler, Sch oenberg , N. Y . , 1 945 . 
Orel, Al fred, Anton }2ruclmer, Vienna, 1 925 . 
S ecl1ter, S i mon, Th£: Correct Sequence of' Ba,sic Harmonies, 
compiled a.:nd adapted by C. C . kueller, 
N. Y., 1871. 
